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TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986, PART 5

TUESDAY, MARCH 4, 1986

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-

215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Bob Packwood (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators Packwood, Chafee, Heinz, Durenberger,
Symms, Grassley, Long, Moynihan, Bradley, and Mitchell.

[The press release announcing the hearing and the prepared
written statement of Senator Durenberger follows:]

I Press Release No. 86-0011

PRESS RELEASE

(For Immediate Release Monday, Jan. 6, 1985)

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE SETS HEARINGS ON TAX REFORM

Five days of hearings on H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act of 1986, have been sched-
uled for the first two weeks of the second session of the 99th Congress, Chairman
Bbb Packwood (R-Oregon) announced today.

Senator Packwood said the hearings are set for January 29 and 30, and February
4, 5, and 6 and March 4.

The principal purpose of the hearings is to examine the economic effects of H.R.
3838, on international competitiveness and capital formation. Senator Packwood
said the Committee would invite several prominent economists to testify on thistopic.The hearings also will cover certain new subjects included in H.R. 3838, but not

proposed by the Reagan Administration last year. Public witnesses will be scheduled
to testify on these matters, Senator Packwood said. Senator Packwood chaired 28
hearings addressing tax reform issues between May 9 and October 10, 1985, receiv-
ing testimony from over 300 witnesses. He indicated these 1986 hearings would not
cover subjects addressed at the 1985 hearings. Public witnesses will be strictly limit-
ed.

All of the hearings will begin at 9:30 a.m. in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate
Office Building in Washington, with Senator Packwood presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVE DURENBERGER

Today, the Senate Finance Committee will hear testimony on the tax treatment of
municipal bonds. I would like to take this opportunity to announce that I will be
offering a comprehensive alternative to the House provisions which deal with tax-
exempt bonds. Let me take some time here to explain my reasoning.

Because there has long been controversy over state and local use of these bonds,
Congress has taken action in the past to curb abuses.

In the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982-TEFRA-Congress en-
acted a number of reforms designed to increase public accountability and limit the
commercial use of IDB's. In the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Congress made addi-
tional changes and set a volume cap to restrict the growth of new issuances.
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At the same time we were dealing with problems, we were careful to recognize
and preserve the use of tax-exempt bonds for appropriate public purposes. Bonds
p]ay an essential role in the financing of infrastructure development at the state
andlocal levels-and that role is likely to increase in the coming years.

Just last month, the President proposed cuts ranging from 13 to 100 percent in
federal infrastructure programs. These cuts compound a problem that has already
begun to threaten our partners in the federal system: massive infrastructure needs.

Before the end of the century, this nation will have to spend well over a trillion
dollars to meet its infrastructure requirements. As federal aid drops off state and
local governments will have to pick up the bill.

How are they going to do this? Since they can't print money and they can't raise
enough tax revenue to cover the bill, they will have to borrow it. That's where tax-
exempt financing comes in. State and local governments will rely on bonds to do the
things they need to do to meet the needs of their citizens.

That's why I am concerned about the House Tax "Reform".Bill-H.R. 3838. That
bill would make it more difficult for states and localities to meet the legitimate
needs of their citizens. Though we have yet to see the full effects of DEFRA and
TEFRA, H.R. 3838 would go even further. Let me outline some of my concerns with
the Ways and Means proposal.

First, it is bad intergovernmental relations. The provisions contained in the bill
would distort state and local choices among projects that might merit tax-exempt
financing. The size and structure of the proposed volume cap places severe restric-
tions on many states at a time when two previous tax bills have already limited
new issuances. I understand that the volume cap could curtail new issuance by 40%
across the nation.

Second, the proposal would run roughshod over nearly all the public/private part-
nerships that governors and mayors have been working so hard to build. The 10%
private use and security tests and the inclusion of the private portion of a General
Obligation Bond under the cap would preclude many public/private partnerships-
partnerships which have proven to be effective and efficient methods of delivering
services and building infrastructure.

Third, H.R. 3838 would sharply curtail the demand for tax-exempt bonds. Under
the minimum tax provisions, tax-exempt interest on "non-essential function" bonds
would be subject to the alternative minimum tax. Both individuals and corporations
would face a decreased incentive to purchase the bonds.

A final criticism is that H.R. 3838 would be extremely difficult to administer. De-
spite attempts to clarify distinctions between "essential" and "nonessential" uses,
many questions remain unresolved. For example, would extended day care in a
school be counted in the 10% test?

The terms "essential" and "nonessential" are simply -inappropriate. These con-
cepts ignore the fact that public purposes are often served by private users. H.R.
3838 also imposes a major new reporting requirement which increases paperwork
and time requirements associated with the issuance of bonds.

If we must reform tax exempt financing to cut down abuse and restrict the rate of
issuance, then let it be by principles, not politics. I believe reasoned approach to the
tax treatment of bonds must rest on four fundamental principles:

One, comity in the intergovernmental system should be maintained. Any alterna-
tive to H.R. 3838 should follow basic principles of comity between the federal gov-
ernment and the states while contributing a fair share to the principle of a revenue
neutral tax bill.

Two, tax-exempt financing is vital to state and local governments. The tax code
must empower, not impoverish state and local governments, otherwise the renais-
sance of independent action will be cut short. When we reform tax-exempt bonds we
must safeguard the authority of state and local governments to issue bonds for
worthy public purposes such as multifamily housing, student loans and hospitals.

Public purposes should be defined according to who receives the benefit rather
than who provides the service. Therefore, we must also preserve bonds which stimu-
late local spending for projects which are Important to both the nation and the
states but which could not be financed without some sort of private-public partner-
ship. These include pollution control facilities, convention centers, urban redevelop-
ment programs, sewage and waste treatment.

Three, the demand for bonds should not be curtailed arbitrarily. In setting volume
caps, we must take into account the rapid and accelerating decline of direct federal
assistance for most domestic programs and the continuation of nearly all federal
mandates on state and local governments.

Four, there should be reciprocal immunity in tax systems. Like state and local
governments-the federal government issues securities to finance debt which Is not



subject to taxation. In 1985, approximately $80 billion in interest income earned by
rivate investors will be exempt from state and local income taxes, amounting to $4
million in revenue foregone.
If additional modifications are to be made in the area of tax exempt financing,

then those modifications should adhere to the principles I have listed. While I would
prefer to let current law remain unchanged in the area of tax-exempt bonds, realis-
tically, I know that is just not an option.

Therefore, I have directed my staff to develop a comprehensive response to H.R.
3838. This proposal has taken a lot of hard work and I think it provides the rea-
soned alternative to which this Committee can surely agree. Let ne cover some of
the principle features. The whole proposal will be available later this week.

My, alternative eliminates the pejorative terminology of "essential" versus "nones-
sential." It uses present law concepts which are workable, familiar and not subject
to abuse. It redefines bonds to distinguish between governmental and quasi-govern-
mental.

It provides that no portion of a governmental bond shall be subject to a volume

Ct calls for an effective date after the date of enactment.
It distinguishes between governmental and quasi-governmental bonds when apply-

ing restrictions on arbitrage, refunding and reporting requirements.
It permits states and localities to define' their own priorities and grants them dis-

cretionary authority in determining which quasi-governmental activities merit fund-
ing under the cap.

Finally, it imposes a reasonable volume cap on single family housing, student loan
bonds, 501(cX3) organizations, small-issue industrial development bonds, and other
IDBs that finance facilities for private parties and industrial parks.

As I said, the details of the proposal will be available later this week. I believe
that this alternative is reasonable, fair and fiscally sound and I hope that other
members of this Committee will recognize its inherent strength and lend their sup-
port to my effort to provide an alternative to the House bill.

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order, please.
Here comes Senator Domenici. I was just going to start without

you.
Senator DOMENICI. You would not have missed much.
The CHAIRMAN. We would have missed the best witness we have

had in our 35 days of hearings.
We are all ready to go. Our hearing today covers both municipal

bonds and the House proposal on the retirement system for Federal
and other Government employees. We will start today with the
senior Senator from New Mexico, Senator Pete Domenici, upon
whom we rely so heavily for help and advice when we are prepar-
ing our bills.

Pete.

STATEMENT OF HON. PETE V. DOMENICI, U.S. SENATE, STATE OF
NEW MEXICO

Senator DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would be remiss if I did not first congratulate you on the way

you are handling this entire tax reform issue.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator DOMENICI. I truly believe it is one of the most difficult

jobs any chairman could ever have. And I am sure that however
tax reform comes out, it is not going to be deficient on the side of
your having addressed every issue and having heard witnesses on
all of the major issues. That in and of itself is a major undertaking.

I would also want to tell you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee, if you permit me, the story that is around today regard-
ing the budget markup-and I have had a number of opportunities
to discuss that with you, Mr. Chairman-I hope you understand



that the Budget Committee and ultimately the Congress in voting a
budget resolution will rely very heavily on what the Finance Com-
mittee sees fit to do; not what you read as our laundry list of sug-
gestions.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we both discovered when we read about
each other's committees, do not necessarily assume that what we
have read is exactly what we are thinking.

Senator DOMENICI. They keep asking me what revenues I would
be for, and I try my very best to tell them that I have absolute con-
fidence in the Finance Committee of the U.S. Senate to do what
they think is best, and we have to provide some kind of basic infor-
mation as to how much revenue should be raised. And that is the
extent of what we are talking about, in the Budget Comn~ittee. I
hope you understand that. I think it is important that we start
there.

Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement. I do not think I will
give it. I would ask you to make it a part of the record as if I had
given it in full.

Could my statement be made a part of the record, Mr. Chair-
man?

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
[The prepared written statement of Senator Domenici follows:]



TESTIMONY OF

SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI

BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

March 4, 1986

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before

you today to express my concern that in the rush to tax

reform, our country's infrastructure may be shortchanged.

Our nation cannot afford to reduce capital investment in

infrastructure. In fact, assessments by the Congressional

Budget Office and others show our annual infrastructure

needs greatly exceeding expenditures. In other words, we

are behind the curve and steadily loosing ground.

In 1983, America's total investment in highways, roads,

bridges, mass transit, sewage and solid waste disposal, and

water supply, was approximately $39 billion dollars. But

estimated annual needs for capital financing in these areas

runs around $57 billion, leaving an annual short-fall of

$18.5 billion. Extrapolated fifteen years to the end of the



century, the short-fall adds up to $270 billion, and this

does not account for inflation.

This is an alarming and dangerous condition. If

allowed to continue, it could adversely effect not only the

economic health of America, but the fundamental health and

safety of our citizens. Yet at the same time, the realities

of the federal budget situation make it difficult, if not

impossible, to maintain even current levels of federal

support. State and local governments, already stretched to

the limits, are unlikely to contribute much more. The needs

are unquestionable; we must search for solutions.

To address these concerns the Private Sector Advisory

Panel on Infrastructure Financing was created last year by

the Senate Budget Committee to advise us on ways to increase

infrastructure investment. Soon after the Panel was formed,

it became apparent that infrastructrure financing would be

affected by the growing tax reform movement, as private

investment in infrastructure financing is highly dependent

on tax law. The Panel, therefore, took on as part of its

duties an evaluation of the implications of tax reform for

infrastructure financing.

In July 1985, the Panel issued its first report

evaluating the Administration's tax reform proposal. The

report found that "the proposed changes would increase the

total cost to state and local governments of future



investments in public infrastructure and decrease private

sector interest in participating in such investments" and

that "if left uncoordinated and enacted simultaneously,

these changes would have a severe impact upon the level of

infrastructure investment." The Panel concluded its report

with several recommendations for change in the

Administration's tax-exempt bond and capital cost recovery

proposals.

Now that the House has passed a tax reform bill, H.R.

3838, the Panel has issued an update discussing the

implications for infrastructure financing of the particular

provisions of that bill. I would like to submit for this

Committee's hearing record, the Advisory Panel's paper,

along with their letter to me expressing their deepest

concerns.

While H.R. 3838 represents some improvement over the

Administration proposal with regard to tax-exempt bonds, it

still would have a devastating effect on both public and

private investment in infrastructure. The limits on

"nongovernmental" use of the proceeds of tax-exempt bonds

and the restrictions on arbitrage will create a nightmare of

administrative detail for local issuers of bonds for

infrastructure projects and will keep the tax exemption of

such bonds in continual doubt. The inclusion of sewage,

solid waste, and water supply facilities in a very



restrictive state volume cap will make it difficult to

obtain tax-exempt financing for them. The prohibition on

private ownership and management of water supply facilities

financed with tax-exempt bonds will virtually end private

investment in this area. The requirement that 100% of the

proceeds of a "nonessential function" bond be used for the

bond's exempt purpose will also hinder private investment.

In the capital cost recovery area, the bill's Incentive

Depreciation System scatters- property in infrastructure

facilities among several classes with recovery lives ranging

from 10 to 30 years (most of this property now falls in the

5-year ACRS class). And like the Administration proposal,

it completely repeals the investment tax credit. These

provisions will deter potential private investors in

infrastructure facilities and increase the costs to local

governments of building them.

The Panel recommends several changes in the House bill

to correct these serious problems. Among them are:

Remove sewage treatment, solid waste disposal, and

water supply facilities from the volume cap;

Allow private ownership and management for water

supply facilities financed with tax-exempt bonds;
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Retain current law with regard to rules for bond

issuance including advance refunding, arbitrage,

spending schedules, and the 90-10 rule on spending

for the exempt purpose;

Place sewage treatment, solid waste disposal and

water supply facilities in one depreciation class

with a recovery period not exceeding 10 years;

Retain a 5% credit for investment in sewage

treatment, solid waste disposal, and water

facilities.

- The Advisory Panel's report goes into more detail on

these and other issues, and I ask this Committee to give

your attention to the report and its recommendations. I

urge each of you as members of the Finance Committee to

consider the grave implications of passing tax legislation

that jeopardizes the infrastructure systems that are a

hallmark of our civilized society.

I intend to work this year to ensure that any tax

reform bill passed by the Senate does not reduce the

availability of capital to finance our basic infrastructure



needs. In the rush to reform our tax system, the Congress

and the Administration must not undermine the very systems

that undergird our economy. Transportation systems, water

supply and waste disposal are the foundations of a healthy

economy, and we must preserve the access to capital to build

and maintain this infrastructure.

Senator DOMENICL. Mr. Chairman, and members of the commit-
tee, I know this will sound rather like a strange coincidence, but I
do want to tell you that it really is. About 18 months ago, as I told
the chairman privately, I began looking at infrastructure and the
fiscal policy of the Nation. I told Chairman Packwood that as a
result of serving on the Public Works Committee and on the
Budget Committee I have seen the huge trends away from Federal
funding and aid to build and maintain our infrastructure. I have
learned that the next 10 or 15 years there is no way that we can
expect a continuation of the high levels of funding that existed for
the past 10 years. Observing this dilemma I asked a group of
people who have financed infrastructure, governors, public plan-
ners, a whole group of Americans, to take a look at infrastructure
needs.

This private panel has been conducting hearings around the
country. Right in the middle of it, obviously, came the tax reform
package. And it is only by coincidence that they are moving
through their infrastructure evaluation and they then have an op-
portunity to look at Treasury I, Treasury II, the House bill that
was passed and see what it does for the tremendous needs to infra-
structure in the country.

I would just like to give you a couple of numbers that I think are
right. The basic essential for this country in the area of water,
sewer, highways, solid waste and mass transit-just the big five-
are estimated conservatively to be in the neighborhood of $57 bil-
lion. There is a shortfall of about $18 to $19 billion a year in terms
of maintaining the infrastructure of this nation that this country
could hope to fund.

If you put that into a long term-and I assume any tax reform
package that you all endorse and pass the Congress would be a
long-term haul-we are talking about 15 years, the shortfall would
be in the neighborhood of $250 to $270 billion.

Now, frankly, I think a lot of us take for granted what we have
been able to build as infrastructure in this country. Until we travel
around the world and see how difficult it is to accomplish simple
development, Mr. Chairman, like someone wants to build a 40-story
building in some city out.there in the world, other than America, I
mean some of the first things they have to do is find out whether
there is water and sewer capacity to service it; what access roads?

Here in our country, obviously, we just take for granted the fact
that we have this marvelous infrastructure-water, sewer, water



plants, and the like. I am convinced that that is one of the real
ealthy and strong parts of the American economic system.
Now if we are going to make the change in the direction that all

of us hope for a sustained economic growth, that we would experi-
ence 31/2, 4 percent growth for 10, 15, 20 years, then, obviously, we
need more infrastructure; not less. And strange as it may seem,
there are a number of people who contend that if we are going to
have any preferential treatment in the Tax Code that we ought to
move in a couple of directions right up front.

First, there is not going to be enough public money.
Second, if you look through the litany of programmatic curtail-

ments, restraints and reform, there will be less, not more, available
at the national level for infrastructure.

Third, about the time we start looking at tax reform, there is a
new and exciting thing happening, and that is new ways to attract
private investment to the infrastructure needs of this country.
Some are merely the investment in their bonds and the like, but
there was a growing partnership evolving in terms of private par-
ticipation in such things as water and water plants, sewage and
sewage plants, and a myriad of other combinations of private-
public participation.

I regret to tell you that this is typically American in that it is
based upon the fact that money can be made by investors who do
that.

The House-passed bill, in the opinion of the experts, aside and
apart from the problems that they are having, Mr. Chairman, of
having to curtail restraint and change their ways because the bill
is pending and has not been passed-I think you are all getting
plenty of information that there is county bond issues that cannot
invest their money as they had planned because they have the 5-
percent rule, they have the arbitrage rules, they have all those
others-the marketplace is assuming that you have to comply with
them long before passage of a law. I would hope that you would
help solve that quickly.

But, basically, aside from that, it is assumed by those who have
studied it carefully that you should be very, very careful because
sewage treatment, solid waste disposal, water supply facilities
would be subject to the overall cap. Many people are worried that
instead of encouraging more investment, you will encourage less by
including those kinds of public infrastructure needs and the bond-
ing that would be used for financing, including them within this
broad volume cap that includes many uses that are not nearly as
badly needed nor cry out as strongly for preference than private-
public sector participation; if we follow the House bill we will be
going backward instead of forward.

There are some severe restrictions with reference to private own-
ership and management of water supply facilities financed with
tax-exempt bonds. It appears to me that is moving in the wrong di-
rection, if there are going to be any incentives this Tax Code infra-
structure merits a top priority. I have given up that tax reform will
result in a totally level investment arena with no preferential in-
centives. There will be some for many. I submit that we ought not
inhibit private ownership and management of water supply. We
ought to encourage it just as one example.



Current law should be retained with reference to the rules for
advanced funding, arbitrage, spending schedules, the 9010 rule on
spending for exempt purposes.

Now I do not want to be in any way on the side of those who are
unreasonable out there in the marketplace. I do not think you
ought to be investing public money for 3 or 4 years at higher rates
than the yield-than the interest than you owe. But, clearly, such
short-term rules as those included in the House bill will discourage
the evolution of more funding and move in the direction of less.

Sewage treatment, solid waste disposal, water supply facilities
are beginning to attract private money. And we immediately look
to the House bill and find that the depreciation allowed for those
kinds of facilities is scattered throughout the code. That is bad
enough, but when you look at the principal motive, it seems to be
in goal to dramatically lengthen the depreciation allowed for those
kind of facilities just because they are financed with tax-exempt
bonds.

In some instances, you go from 5 years to 30 overnight. If you
want to encourage investors, you cannot change the rules that
quickly. I guarantee you you will dry up the money just as sure as
we are here.

Now there are more facts in the statement that I prepared. Suf-
fice it to say that I am not, at this point, prepared to submit a de-
tailed bill that I suggest for this part of the Tax Code. I understand
that a number of your members, in particular Senator Duren-
berger, have taken on this issue as one vital and important in his
opinion. I would say that I intend to work with him and any others
to see if we can do our very best to maintain this infrastructure
which has been our pride in the past; without which we have little
chance of continuing an economic growth of the type that we all
hope for.

I am reminded that right up the street in Montgomery County-
that is not my State-it has similar problems, but, obviously, not as
dramatic. But they have experienced dramatic growth, and the big-
gest shortcoming that they have now are the kind of infrastructure
facilities that we are talking about here in this bill. Without the
capacity to finance them, the growth that that county has experi-
enced will turn out to be something people do not want instead of
something that they desire. -

I think that is going to happen around the country unless we en-
courage rather than discourage investment in public infrastructure
of all ty es.

I would be pleased to answer questions that you might have, but
first I would close by thanking you, Mr. Chairman, and members of
the committee for your work and for your willingness to hear from
me on this subject once again.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, thank you very much.
Let me ask you one question: What is the definition of a public

purpose or a government purpose bond? Is it really anything the
local government wants to say it is?

Senator DoMENici. Frankly, as I came to the U.S. Senate, Mr.
Chairman, from a mayor's position in our large city, if I had not
seen the last 14 years and what has been done with that definition,



my answer would have been unequivocal and very easy. It would
have been yes. On the other hand, it does seem to me that if you
are going to have any caps and limitations, that clearly one would
have to create a definition by a process of elimination.

It would be anything as you described it, and then you would
have to decide if there are areas of real abuse. And we would have
to take a chance that would become the definition.

I would prefer that it would be your definition. But, clearly, I un-
derstand how difficult. that is in this area.

The CHAIRMAN. The reason I ask: One of the most intriguing an-
swers we had to this question was from the chairman of the New
Jersey Economic Development Commission. He was opting for a
very, very broad definition. I asked him if New Jersey had attempt-
ed to woo the Saturn plant. He said, oh, yes; of course, most States
had. I asked whether they had considered using industrial develop-
ment bonds. He said, yes, of course, there is a limit on what we
could have done, but certainly we offered it as part of the package.
I said, do you mean to say you were going to use industrial develop-
ment bonds to woo General Motors to put the plant there? He said,
well, Senator, of course. He said, job creation is a public purpose.

The Federal Government has some misgivings about local gov-
ernments going around using their industrial development capacity
to woo jobs away from other States. Basically, what it amounts to
is Albuquerque tries to steal it from Denver who tries to steal it
from Butte who tries to steal it from San Antonio.

Senator DOMENICI. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that all a legitimate government purpose?
Senator DOMENICI. Let me put it this way. I believe it is. On the

other hand, if you are asking me within some limitation that may
have to be imposed, which of these kind of activities I think is
more general to the Nation and more universal and much more
needed in terms of overall growth, I would say infrastructure that
is directed at water, sewer, pollution control, mass transit, and the
like should clearly have a preference over industrial development
bonds and the like. As much as I have been an advocate of them, I
just think you are going to have to mbtke some choices.

And I submit that those who would choose industrial develop-
ment bonds over water, sewer and the like are very, very short-
sighted because ultimately we cannot have sustained growth if we
have industrial bond competition and no incentive for construction
of infrastructure of the type I have been describing.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, it is like pornography. It is hard
to define, but you know it when you see it.

Senator DOMENICI. You have got it, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mitchell, I apologize. I did not look at

the list. You got here before I did, and you should have questioned
first. Go ahead. I have finished anyway. I apologize.

Senator MITCHELL. No, no-nothing to apologize for.
Senator Domenici, I commend you for your interest and for your

participation in the private sector advisory panel on infrastructure
financing. I have had the opportunity to review its report. I think
it offers a constructive contribution to the debate. Although candid-
ly I do not agree with everything in it, I think it is a very good
report, and a worthwhile endeavor.



Now I would like to ask just one question. We are talking about
the need for infrastructure investment. Of course, there are two
principal mechanisms for doing so. Here we are describing one al-
ternative which is a subsidy in the form of tax-exempt financing.
The other mechanism used by the Government, of course, is direct
Government expenditures.

As you know, the administration's budget proposes reductions in
direct Government expenditures in the areas that you have identi-
fied as the most important.

Senator DOMENICI. That is correct.
Senator MITCHELL. Pollution control facilities, water and

other--
Senator DOMENICI. Water and sewer.
Senator MITCHELL. Water and sewer. May I take it that your

judgment is that the subsidy method through tax-exempt financing
is the preferable alternative? And I would like to ask as part of
that: Do you think that is more efficient, more effective, or would
direct Government expenditures be the more efficient and effective
way to deal with those problems?

Senator DOMENICI. Senator, let me just see if I can answer it as
honestly as possible.

I certainly am not suggesting that the maintenance and perhaps
increasing of the incentive in the Tax Code is the best or prefera-
ble. What I am suggesting is that if you look at the need and the
prospect, even if you do not agree with the President in terms of
where all these budget restraints should be, that you definitely
need both. I do not see any way to meet our needs. And if you all
were to adopt the most restrictive investment incentive approach
as part of tax reform, I do not think we would come close with
water and sewer grant programs.

And you would probably stymie something that could address
your question of which is the more efficient way. You would prob-
ably stymie the innovativeness of the private sector to get involved.
And I think that is one of the most dynamic things that is happen-
ing. That they are getting involved and finding new and different
ways to finance infrastructure.

You know, I look back at this country and one of the most star-
tling things we did was to permit our cities and counties to build
their public buildings with municipal bonds for many, many dec-
ades that had the preferential tax treatment on their interest
rates. And I ask myself: Would we have the kind of public facilities
in our lesser units, of government but for that rather significant
law?

I do not think we would have. I just do not believe the capital
would have been directed there. I do not think we would have been
able to afford it. And I am just thinking we are in an era on the
dire infrastructure needs, and we ought to encourage new and dif-
ferent private investment by giving some incentives.

I look at it as just an add-on to that in difficult times. And we
ought to do it.

Senator MITCHELL. Well, I thank the Senator.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



Pete, I am grateful to you for putting the issue in the context of
infrastructure. And I have a statement, Mr. Chairman, that I
would appreciate-being made pat tof the record.

Let me just say that there is a value in having 6 inembers of this
committee who are also on Environment and Public Works because
I think while you have been there longer than many of us, I think
it is instructive to look at the issue that George raised with you
and the issue that the chairman raised with you in light of the fact
that 15 Senators and God knows how many Congressmen sit
around here every year filling potholes, building bridges, doing
flood control projects, and Lord knows what by way of infrastruc-
ture improvement in communities in which we have no idea in a
sense of priorities.

Your experience with the water resource division, for example. It
seems to me since I have been here it has been your position and
that of our colleague here from New York that we ought to block
about 80 percent of that water resource money and send it back to
the States where decisions could be made back there.

I look at my own State. We have three interstate highways in
Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth, three of our bigger cities, that
today the cost to finish them is $375 million whereas the cost to do
them when they were proposed was approximately $72 million. We
could walk through a lot of things.

And I guess in response to both of the questions that were pro-
posed to you, I would suggest to you that the importance of using
the marketplace to do the financing is several-fold. No. 1, the
market is much more responsive than the political process to
where capital into infrastructure relates to the reality of services. I
watch the hospital business, in hospital bonding, for example. A lot
of sensitivity out there to where the realities are of getting a pay-
back on the investments. So the idea that we are sitting here doing
an efficiency trade-off is important to consider.

But if you look at it in the abstract, you could say, well, a direct
dollar block grant categorical grant is probably on an efficiency
quota of about 85 percent; whereas, tax-exempt bond efficiency was
down to about 65 percent, depending on how much we have to pay
to sell the bonds by way of revenue foregone. Maybe now it is up to
75 percent.

But that is not the real efficiency. The real efficiency comes in
the decisionmaking process, in building the right set of infrastruc-
ture under the right economic development program and meeting
those needs.

And I think I have taken more than the usual amount of interest
in this issue, I think, principally for that reason. And our efforts
here, at least those of us on the committee who are trying to give
the chairman and the ranking member some help on this issue, is
largely to work on the issue that the chairman raised. And, that is,
defining governmental purpose.

And so I am very grateful and I think as all of us are to you for
your contribution to that effort.

Senator DOMENIOI. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I might just comment that I was pleased that

Senator Durenberger mentioned Senator Moynihan. And he and I
did start about 9 years ago, 8 years ago, on the water issue. Clearly,



the water policy program of the country had become extremely re-
gional. And I must say regionally biased in terms of my part of the
country.

I do not think we have succeeded yet in getting a water policy
that will put money in the right places. But I have found that if
you are saying, Senator, that marketplace is a good needs test for
infrastructure, I have included unequivocally that that is the case.
Less white elephants are built when there is a marketplace in-
volvement, and the local community has to do part of it; less will
be built than we will build under a Corps of Engineer's program
any day of the week. There is no question about it.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator, if I could comment on that.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That what Senator Domenici was saying

when he said the bias in the water programs was toward his part
of the country. It has also ended up with the situation where in
consequence nothing was happening. The program had just ceased
to-public works and water projects had just stopped in this coun-
try 15 years ago.

The CHAIRMAN. Interestingly, we should be starting this on
water per se, but the waterway user fees and all the port projects
and the cocontributions hopefully will be starting on the floor on it
later this week. And that is a long, long, long effort and compro-
mise. And Senator Moynihan was involved in that compromise.
And I think we are about there.Senator DOMENICI. Mr. Chairman, that actually is the first major
effort at injecting local sharing of some type as a clearing house for
the propriety of the expenditure. And it will be more effective than
any of these hearings we have on each and every one of these pro-
grams.

The CHAIRMAN. I agree.
Senator DOMENICI. No question about it.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Domen-

ici. I want to thank you for coming here and bringing these mat-
ters to our attention. Of course, like everything, we have lots of
witnesses come in here and tell us how to ease up from the provi-
sions of the House bill, and each one of those cost money. If we are
going to make the bill revenue neutral, we have got difficult prob-
lems.

You are familiar with this from the Budget Committee. I do not
imagine many people come in and tell you how to have some sav-
ings before the Budget Committee.

I think that the private sector involvement is extremely impor-
tant, as you mention.

You mentioned two points I would ask you about. You said some-
thing in your remarks about difficult times, that we are in difficult
times, and the importance of this. I just do not think that we are
ever going to see the demand for the differential between the rate
that is paid under these tax-exempts bonds and taxable bonds dis-
appear. In other words, it would not matter that the prime gets
down to 5 percent, the cities and towns are going to say, well, that
is too expensive and we need these tax-exempt bonds at 31/2 percent
or whatever it is.



So I think that these demands are going to be with us in perpetu-
ity. Don't you think so?

Senator DOMENICI. Yes, Senator. I did not think that in talking
about that that I was talking about real interest rates today or
where they will ultimately be. Rather with a Federal deficit of7the
type it is and the demand for capital pushing up against the inter-
est rates that the market will not allocate enough resources to in-
frastructure financing unless it has some preferential treatment.
That is what I meant. And we will not have enough programmatic
money no matter how utopian people are about growth to do it
with direct funding.

Senator CHAFEE. The other point you make is on page 5 when
you say "retain a 5-percent credit for investment in sewage treat-
ment," et cetera. What you are talking about there is the invest-
ment tax credit, I presume. It is currently 10 percent, and you are
saying at least retain 5. And as you know, in the House bill, they
do away with the ITC totally.

Obviously, we could not single out sewage treatment, et cetera,
for a 5-percent tax credit without giving it to everything else. And
that really is talking big dollars when we do that.

If we go back to reinstate the investment tax credit even at 5-
percent, I think the costs are something like $60 billion over 5
years. Am I correct in that?

It is $120 billion for the 10 percent so it is $60 billion over 5
years-for the 5-percent credit. I think we would have a terrible job
ever making that up here. How important do you consider that
factor in your equations?

Senator DOMENICl. I think it is rather important. I do not want
to try to state whether that is more important than a more realis-
tic maintenance of the depreciation schedule, but I think they kind
of run hand in hand. When you go from 5 years on depreciation to
30 in this kind of investment, that is a rather singular signal to
change your investment patterns. That is important. I do not know
if the 5 percent is more important, but, obviously, it is of substan-
tial importance.

And, Senator, you state rather dogmatically that you could not
keep the 5 percent tax credit for infrastructure unless you retained
it throughout the code. Stranger things than that have happened
where you pick a purpose that is significant and retain some good
aspect of the law and not make it generally available That would
be a clear signal you want investment in this kind of thing. I do
not know that you cannot do it. You may not want to, but, obvious-
ly, you can do what you can pass.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I agree with you on that. There is no
question that we could do it. I think if we did it, we certainly would
have a lot of pressure from everybody else to apply it to everything
they are interested in, too.

Well, I think you have performed a great service here in drawing
our attention to this matter. We thank you for it.

Senator DOMENiCi. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. Let me thank you for coming before the commit-

tee to bring this message to us, Senator Domenici.



I have thought many times about some of these' things that you
are talking about. For example, we can have all the roads we want
in the United States just as good as we want. We can have all the
airports we want. And we have the very best. We have them as
good as we want them to be. Just when it gets to it, you have got to
pay for it.

And really if we are not willing to pay for it, we have no right to
claim it. But the same thing applies to waterways. If you are will-
ing to pay for it, you can have them.

And sewage now-you know, it is sort of ridiculous to think
about-picture all the cities that are operating with septic tanks.
You know, those septic tanks will only hold so much. And the out-
flow-the ground can absorb only so much of that stuff that flows
out of those septic tanks. The book, you know, the grass is greenest
over the septic tank, and you and I know why.

But here we are with-the program right now is going to elimi-
nate revenue sharing. You are chairman of that Budget Commit-
tee. Is that how it is going to be? Are they going to be without reve-
nue sharing in the foreseeable future?

Senator DOMENICi. I presume so.
Senator LONG. I do not like the idea. I voted against it, and I was

for revenue sharing. But that is in the cards, it looks like, to cut off
the revenue sharing. And the budget we have got out there this
year drastically cuts it at the end of this fiscal year.

Then for us to come along with a tax bill behind that to make it
a lot more difficult for them to do the job, does not make a lot of
sense to me. I think you have got a good point here, Senator.

And, really, most of this is something, I take it, where the com-
munities are going to have to go out here, find somebody to lend
them some money, and the tough part-and this is really tough. I
know. I have been through some of this. Even before I was elected
to public office, I was part of the junior chamber of commerce
before they called it the JC, and I would go around and carry peti-
tions and placards and things like that trying to get people to vote
for a bond issue to try to improve the community.

But it is tough. It is really tough to get some people who do not
like the idea of paying taxes; do not like the idea of paying the as-
sessments, to pay for these things.

I have seen some poor mayor just sweat blood trying to get a
bond issue and never succeeded in getting one through.

So when we make it just a lot tougher fbr them, raise the cost
and all that, that fixes it so they appear to be getting less for their
money. We are really confronting those mayors out there with a
very difficult problem.

You have been a mayor. I believe you were a mayor once. That is
my recollection. -

Senator DOMENmi. That is correct.
Senator LONG. That is where you got your start, I guess.
Now tell us a little bit about the problem of a mayor trying to

improve his community when we make it tougher up here.
Senator DOMENICL. I tell you there is no doubt that if we had in

my city, with a great reputation for supporting growth, and-we
had not, Senator Long for some 28 years had a bond election that
was turned down by the voters. I mean we worked at it. We had



incredible participation by the community. But the point is if those
bonds had not been the beneficiaries of the long-standing policy
that you have been part of building in of giving those bonds a pref-
erential treatment, you could never have built what you built. You
would not take the issues to the public in the same form because
you could not afford the debt service. Even with good credit, you
would not ask your people to do it. It would be too expensive.

The reason we succeeded is because we had the preferential in-
terest treatment that had the interest rates way down. The people
knew that and were willing to say this is a darn good investment
for the next 25 years, but you really had to work at it.

I want to say one other thing to the chairman. First, I thank all
of you for not being critical of my saying do tax reform but do not
do this. You clearly could have said that to me.

But I would like to tell you I am so used to that I would not have
minded at all, because everybody tells me, Mr. Chairman, raise rev-
enues but do not raise taxes in that budget resolution. I do not
know how you do that. I mean there is some kind of magic, we will
try.

They say cut the budget, but do not cut any programs. You
know, I do not know how you do that either. There are many who
say cut defense, but do not change what we are doing. Well, I do
not know how you do that either.

So I just wanted you to share a little of this burden as you pre-
pare a tax reform bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, I would like to welcome my chairman

to this and thank him for what he has done and make a point. If I
could get the attention of our chairman of our Budget Committee
on this matter, what Senator Domenici has been saying to us is
that markets can make good allocations of public resources, and
that the public works style of the Congress for the last 50 years has
really worked its Way out. We are beginning to produce highly un-
economic activities and then, in consequence, none.

Senator DOMENICi. None.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You might want to know that we have just

got-the Corps of Engineers has just given us the first annual
report on the Tennessee Tombigbee. And traffic came in at exactly
6 percent of the predicted volume.

Senator CHAFEE. Surprise, surprise.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Surprise, surprise.
Senator CHAFEE. If there ever was a dog, that was it. The Ten-

nessee Tombigbee project.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I want to say that when Thomas Jefferson

first proposed it, it had-there was a case for it. [Laughter.]
But it really as a mule-drawn canal, may be. It came in at 6 per-

cent. That investment would not have been made if it had been
made through bonds. And I think-wouldn't you agree, sir?

Senator DOMENicI. I agree.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And if you-with the investment that will be

made through bonds have a market test and we ought to get back
to it.

And besides which unless I am mistaken, there is a real constitu-
tional issue that Pollock raises about the Federal taxation of State



and local borrowing. I think the Supreme Court has ruled rather
strongly on that in the 1890's.

Anyway, thank you very much. And I very much-and while I
have another moment, do you think we ought to do something
about the way we have got this situation where the House having
stated that the new rules take effect January 1, 1986, that all over
the country municipalities are just absolutely stuck? They cannot
do anything. No bond council can give them advice that they are
issuing tax-exempt bonds.

Senator DOMENICI. Well, before you arrived, Senator Moynihan, I
indicated to the chairman that that was causing a very serious
problem of tremendous magnitude. But to fix that is not to fix the
problem. That is to just have a little common sense. And to do
something up here to say that it is not so.

The reason for it is the liability, as you know, of those who write
legal opinions, and they are not going to write a legal opinion
clearing even a triple A bond while that retroactive effective date
is still unresolved because in the current atmosphere of liability
they could not buy insurance to cover that kind of risk so they are
writing the new rules into it for coverage. As a consequence, noth-
ing is getting done. I mean it is all stymied out there.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I mean that may be the only thing we do
this year-is to stop municipal construction entirely.

Thank you very much, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me say to you, Senator Domenici, that I share the concern

expressed in your testimony. I think that when we do tax reform
we clearly have to take account of the infrastructure effects of tax
reform. And so I ask you: Would you include toxic waste disposal
facilities in those infrastructure facilities-sewage treatment, solid
waste, water supply facilities-that you would like to protect?

Senator DOMENICI. I would surely include them. I think they are
on my own handwritten list, and I might not have stated. The
reason I did not give them the same amount of emphasis is because
in terms of private sector investment with localities and invest-
ment in bonds, it is very new. Not to say that it is not needed, but
we do not have a lot of experience yet.

But the problem would appear to be so severe that it could not
be addressed by the Superfund alone. It will not be. So it is going
to have to have some other significant amount of money. And,
clearly, there is one that needs some marketplace clearing too be-
cause we really are going to have a lot of difficulty in saying where
we are ought to put the money. So I would add it to the list. It is
on my list here, Senator.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, I want to thank you for your testimony
and for your continued thought about this problem of how to fi-
nance needed infrastructure improvements. This is both an enor-
mous problem and opportunity, and it really does call for some cre-
ative thought.

Senator DOMENICi. Thank you very much, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Symms, do you have any questions?
Senator SYMMS. Thank you. Just one question, Mr. Chairman.



And, Senator Domenici, I appreciate your comments about the
infrastructure, and I share a lot of your concerns. You pretty well
covered all the specifics of it, but just as a more general question:
How important in the economy of New Mexico is the whole tax
reform question in a general sense, period?

Senator DoMENICI. Well, I came down here thinking that the
chairman would be asking me questions about the assumption of
revenues in the budget resolution, and I was hoping I did not get
totally sidetracked and could address the issue.

If you would like me to tell you what my constituents are saying
about it, there is not a great deal of clamor for the overall reform.
Most of the enthusiasm comes from those who already have special
treatment and are telling us they want to continue it.

Clearly there is an organized effort to maintain the treatment
for State and local taxes. People wanting continued preferential
treatment for fringe benefits are somewhat organized. On the other
hand, I do not perceive that that was the basic essence of tax
reform.

I have concluded that there is no clamor for it in its basic es-
sence as described, but rather more for continuation of preferences
that they consider terribly important.

I had three or four nice constituents from my State in early on
who are women entrepreneurs who own apartments, and they
clearly indicated that they wanted tax reform but they did not be-
lieve the President was the kind of person who wanted their ten-
ants' rents to go up 30 to 40 percent. I mean there has been just a
stream of New Mexicans since then saying, "we do not really think
the President has this in mind." And I think in that context I am
answering your question.

Senator SYMmS. Do you have a recommendation for us on the
point Senator ' vnihan just brought up on the prospectivity and
the effective date of the law?

Senator DOMENICi. I could not state strong enough what I am
hearing everywhere-my own State, everywhere I talk, a.fy kind of
group here or across this country-is that while there is concern
about the reform, there is genuine amazement that we are operat-
ing on some retroactive possibility; that we ought to find some way
to clear the air so that we do not further impede investment deci-
sions based upon something that may or may not happen. I cannot
urge it strong enough. I did before you came, but I would say it
again.

Senator SYMMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Senator.
Senator DOMENICL Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, thank you very much for coming and

being with us.
Senator DOMENICI. Thank you. I would report-and thank you

again, Mr. Chairman, with reference to reconciliation. It is still
alive, as you know, and we submitted it yesterday in a package to
the House. I thank you and your staff for the marvelous assistance,
and I hope we get it done. I would tell you and members of the
committee that if we do not, there is a $6 billion outlay that we
will have to find elsewhere right off the bat in the budget this year
that would otherwise be achieved if it is passed.



The CHAIRMAN. But I hope we get something back that cures not
just the $6 billion outlay this year but does not find us in some en-
titlement programs to future expenditures in outyears.

Senator DOMENICI. You are absolutely right.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask Senator Domenici

one question before he goes, just as a point of information?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. A recent report from the OMB and the CBO

says that with no change in current spending or taxes the deficit
will drop to $104 billion in 1991.

Senator DOMENICI. Yes, sir.
Senator BRADLEY. I wondered if you could explain for us how the

number was arrived at.
Senator DOMENICi. I would be pleased to.
First of all, for the first time in history of the Congressional

Budget Office, they have assumed the Gramm-R(dman-Hollings
targets as not only on the lawbooks of the land but the first as-
sumption they have made is that that has all been carried out. So
the number you saw assumes we have achieved 144, 144 minus 36.
In a sense, they have assumed a balanced budget in 1991 for start-
ers. Second, as a result of assuming that, they have some rather
optimistic economics and conclude that they come from that as-
sumption. And that would mean that for the next 5 years there is
an assumption-for round numbers I will tell you 4 percent real
growth for 5 more years. Now that may be off two-tenths, but that
is assumed.

The third assumption is a very, very significant one also. It is as-
sumed that there would be no real-growth in defense for 5 years.
From this point on, for 5 successive years, that trendline assumes
no real growth in defense. The atmosphere seems to indicate that
people do not want defense to be increased. But I would assume
midstream of a military preparedness buildup that it is rather as-
tonishing to assume 5 years of no growth off the lowest level in the
last 6 or 8 percent, down negative 6 percent this year. For those
who think defense grew this year, it is negative 6 over the previous
year.

They are assuming no real growth on that. They are assuming
interest rates commensurate with those set of economics. And I
would just say to you if you change any two of them, the trendline
is up again. If defense has to grow 1 percent, 11/2, and you get 3
percent growth instead of 4, the trendline instead of coming down
is going up.

Mean you can mix any of the four and you will have it going up
instead of coming down.

Senator BRADLEY. Why did OMB assume zero growth, zero real
growth, in defense?

Senator DoMENIcm. That is very normal. They assume current
policy in their definition. Excuse me, current services. And current
services is just a definition. And it is add inflation to the immedi-
ate past outlay level-excuse me-budget authority level as appro-
priated. They do that on domestic. They did it on defense. The
President did it on domestic and on defense. He used a baseline
that assumes his increase. Therein is a sizable difference, some $24
billion, in budget authority.



Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Senator DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Pete.
Senator DOMENICI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, before you go further, could I

ask whether it would be possible in the context of Senator Domen-
ici's thoughts-there really is a question of law under Policies
Farmers Loan & Trust, which is-the court decided in 1895. There
is a question of law about what is the power of Congress to tax
in one form or another loans made by State governments and local
governments. Could they be included, for example, in the minimum
tax? Would it be possible to ask for a legal opinion from the coun-
sel?

The CHAIRMAN. We have had legal opinions from Justice before.
And as you know, we have got that case in court right now involv-
ing the Social Security where we are including municipal interest.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We can get a legal opinion. I am not sure it is

going to settle anything until we finally get another Supreme
Court opinion. But we have had opinions from the Justice Depart-
ment before, and we can get that opinion again.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Why don't we? Could I ask that we do?
The CHAIRMAN. Be happy to.
Now our next witness is the Honorable Joseph Casale, the mayor

of Portland, ME. Mr. Mayor, I believe Senator Mitchell might have
a few words of introduction.

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to introduce to the committee Joseph Casale, the

mayor of Portland, ME, which, incidentally, Portland, OR is named
after.

The CHAIRMAN. On, however, not merit, but the flip of a coin.
Senator MITCHELL. That is right. Well, you won.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you won. We had two people, one from

Boston and one from Maine, and they each wanted the town
named after themselves and they flipped a coin and the fellow
from Portland, ME, won.

Senator MITCHELL. Well, -Mayor Casale is one of Maine's best
known and most able public officials. As mayor, he has successfully
continued the resurgence of our State's largest city. One result has
been that Portland was recently identified in one national survey
as one of the two most attractive cities in America in which to live
and work. And while Mayor Casale cannot take all the credit for
that, he can take a lot. We are very pleased to welcome him here.

Mayor CASALE. Thank you very much, Senator Mitchell.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, Mr. Chairman, I want to report for the

record that I was a resident of his city for a few years at 28 Or-
chard Street, Portland, ME, when my father was working up there,
and it is a lovely city.

Senator MITCHELL. And it is a lot nicer now than when you were
there. [Laughter.]

Senator CHAFEE. That may be cause and effect for all we know.
Senator MITCHELL. Well, I did not mean it that way.
Mayor CASALE. Mr. Chafee, we would love to have you come back

and visit us sometime.



Senator CHAFEE. Longfellow spoke well of your city.
The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead, Mr. Mayor.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH CASALE, MAYOR, PORTLAND, ME
Mayor CASALE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, Senator Mitchell, and members of the Senate Fi-

nance Committee, I am Joseph Casale, mayor of Portland, ME. I
thank you for the opportunity to appear before you this morning to
present my community's positive experience with the contribution
tax-exempt financing has made to our revitalization and my con-
cern over provisions which the Congress is considering.

Portland, a city of 62,000, has been nationally recognized for the
revitalization which it has made over the past 15 years. We have
shaken the image as a declining seaport city and have emerged as
a vibrant city, proud of its historic past and confident of its future.

Throughout the city's years of hard work, the Federal Govern-
ment has played a vital, if not critical, role in providing assistance.
Such programs as general revenue sharing, urban development
action grants, community development block grants, economic de-
velopment administration funds, urban mass transit, housing de-
velopment funds, and urban parks programs have been successfully
utilized in our community.

Perhaps the greatest reason for our renaissance has been the ini-
tiative and commitment of the public and private sectors to under-
take both large and small scale improvements to the city's commer-
cial, cultural, and physical rebirth. The shared concerns of public
agencies and private enterprise evolved into a strong and success-
ful partnership.

While I support tax reform to ease the escalating Federal deficit,
I am concerned that the changes in the tax laws may restrict or
eliminate the tools which have stimulated this private/public in-
vestment and will present local government with a loss in our ca-
pacity to continue to revitalize our cities and provide housing op-
portunities, particularly for low- and moderate-income families. Let
me be more specific.

First and most important, I hope the Congress will postpone the
effective date for provisions relating to tax-exempt financing until
at least January 1, 1987. Without this change, 1986 will be a lost
opportunity for cities planning with the private sector to make
joint investments in important community-wide projects. One of
my goals as mayor has been to see built a conference and conven-
tion center in Portland. Such a facility can provide a critical addi-
tional market for retail stores, restaurants, and services and is an
important part in the preservation of our downtown, not to men-
tion the expanded job opportunities that would follow such a devel-
opment. The confusion over when provisions of the Tax Act will
take effect make it impossible for us to attract a joint venture part-
ner from the private sector to participate in this project.

Similar hesitation exists with investors in a major $40-million
waterfront revitalization project and a $10-million downtown hous-
ing development. I know from talks with my fellow mayors that
other communities are experiencing similar uncertainty. The Con-
gress must make a clear statement soon on this issue.



Second, the proposed volume cap limitation and formula with the
inclusion of multifamily housing will unnecessarily result in pit-
ting the need for housing against other uses, particularly small
issue industrial development bonds as well as such unique needs
for tax-exempt financing as waste to energy systems. A separate
issue is whether the cap is at a realistic level for the volume of de-
velopment activity in a State.

In Maine, our $200-million cap will not even begin to address our
needs. During 1985, the Maine State Housing Authority provided
$84 million in financing for first-time home buyers with incomes
below the State median, which, by the way, for your information is
$22,000; and for new apartments, many being rented to families
with incomes below 80 percent of that median.

In 1985, our State Finance Authority closed on over $80 million
small issue IDB's with $47 million pending. Portland's share alone
was more than $30 million. These projects include the expansion of
a local dairy, construction of a service building on our fish pier, re-
habilitation of a pier for fish boat berthing, printing company ex-
pansion and new warehouse and distribution facilities. All these in-
vestments have not only created and retained jobs, but are contrib-
uting to the rebirth of our maritime heritage, particularly our fish-
ing industry.

I have attached for your perusal a summary of the inducement
agreements in our community as well as ending or implemented
bond issues as of December 6, 1985 for the State of Maine.

Portland's large issue needs alone for a waste to energy system
for trash removal in an environmentally safe manner exceeds $75
million. Our overall State need is in excess of $170 million.

I encourage you to reexamine the formula for the volume cap
particularly as it relates to small issue IDB's. I also urge that you
consider a separate, combined cap for single and multifamily hous-
ing.

Third, with the cutbacks in direct development funding through
UDAG, EDA, and CDBG, tax increment financing is becoming an
important alternative mechanism for communities undertaking im-
provement programs. We are looking at it in Portland and know
that the other Maine communities are also examining its use. This
has proven highly successful in other cities and States; deserves to
be continued.

I ask the committee to ensure that this financing mechanism
remain as an essential function bond.

Finally, I urge the committee to retain the rehabilitation invest-
ment credit. Within our city, these tax incentives have been effec-
tive in attracting private investment. By the end of 1985, 156 build-
ings in Portland had been rehabilitated generating $66 million in
private investment. More than 2,700 jobs and $1.5 million annually
in local real estate assessment has been created.

I am not familiar -with the light system, but I do understand that
red light means you are supposed to stop.

The CHAIRMAN. You are almost done. Go ahead and finish up.
Mayor CASALE. Thank you very much, sir.
More than 2,700 jobs and $1.5 million annually in local real

estate tax assessment have been created. Without these incentives,
many of these buildings would have been abandoned or destroyed,
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reducing the historic legacy of our community, which we have
fought so hard to preserve.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, committee members, it has been an
honor and a privilege for me to testify before you today. We in
Portland are extremely proud of the partnership that we have
forged with you representing the Federal Government. And with
that partnership, we have made our country and our cities that
much stronger and our citizens thereof more enriched.

Thank you very much for the extra time, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Mayor.
[The prepared written statement of Mayor Casale follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

MAYOR JOSEPH P, CASALE

PORTLAND, MAINE

BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

MARCH 4, 1986

HR. CHAIRMAN, SENATOR MITCHELL AND MEMBERS OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE.

I AH JOSEPH CASALE, MAYOR OF PORTLAND, MAINE. THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY

TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU THIS HORNING AND PRESENT MY COMMUNITY'S POSITIVE EX-

PERIENCE WITH THE CONTRIBUTION TAX EXEMPT FINANCING HAS MADE TO OUR REVITAL-

IZATION AND HY CONCERN OVER PROVISIONS WHICH THE CONGRESS IS CONSIDERING.

PORTLAND, A CITY OF 62,000, HAS BEEN NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED FOR THE

REVITALIZATION WHICH IT HAS MADE OVER THE PAST FIFTEEN YEARS. WE HAVE

SHAKEN THE IMAGE AS A DECLINING SEAPORT AND HAVE EMERGED AS A VIBRANT CITY,

PROUD OF ITS HISTORIC PAST AND CONFIDENT OF ITS FUTURE.

THROUGHOUT THE CITY'S YEARS OF HARD WORK, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS PLAYED

A VITALs IF NOT CRITICAL ROLE IN PROVIDING ASSISTANCE. SUCH PROGRAMS AS

GENERAL REVENUE SHARING, UDAG, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANTS, EDA,

URBAN MASS TRANSIT, HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FUNDS, AND URBAN PARKS PROGRAMS HAVE

BEEN SUCCESSFULLY UTILIZED.

PERHAPS THE GREATEST REASON FOR OUR RENAISSANCE HAS BEEN THE INITIATIVE AND
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COMMITHENT OF THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS TO UNDERTAKE BOTH LARGE AND

SHALL SCALE IHPROVEHENTS TO THE CITY'S COMMERCIAL, CULTURAL AND PHYSICAL

REBIRTH. THE SHARED CONCERNS OF PUBLIC AGENCIES AND PRIVATE ENTERPRISE

EVOLVED INTO A STRONG AND SUCCESSFULL PARTNERSHIP.

I AM CONCERNED THAT THE CHANGES IN THE TAX LAWS HAY RESTRICT OR ELIMINATE

THE TOOLS WHICH HAVE STIMULATED THIS PUBLIC/PRIVATE INVESTMENT AND WILL

PRESENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT WITH A LOSS' IN OUR CAPACITY TO CONTINUE TO

REVITALIZE OUR CITIES AND PROVIDE HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES PARTICULARLY FOR LOW

AND MODERATE INCOME FAH[LIESo LET ME BE MORE SPECIFIC.

FIRST, I HOPE THE CONGRESS WILL POSTPONE THE EFFECTIVE DATE FOR PROVISIONS

RELATING TO TAX EXEMPT FINANCING UNTIL AT LEAST JANUARY 1, 1987. WITHOUT

THIS CHANGE, 1986, WILL 8E A LOST OPPORTUNITY FOR CITIES PLANNING WITH THE

PRIVATE SECTOR TO HAKE JOINT INVESTMENTS IN IMPORTANT COMMUNITY WIDE

PROJECTS. ONE OF MY GOALS AS MAYOR HAS BEEN TO SEE BUILT A CONFERENCE AND

CONVENTION CENTER IN PORTLAND. SUCH A FACILITY CAN PROVIDE A CRITICAL

ADDITIONAL MARKET FOR RETAIL STORES, RESTAURANTS, AND SERVICES AND IS AN

IMPORTANT PART IN THE PRESERVATION OF OUR DOWNTOWN NOT TO MENTION THE

EXPANDED JOB OPPORTUNITIES THAT WOULD FOLLOW SUCH A DEVELOPMENT. THE

CONFUSION OVER WHEN PROVISIONS OF THE TAX ACT WILL TAKE EFFECT MAKE IT

IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO ATTRACT A JOINT VENTURE PARTNER FROM THE PRIVATE SECTOR

TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROJECT.

SIMILAR HESITATION EXISTS WITH INVESTORS IN A MAJOR $40 MILLION WATERFRONT
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REVITALIZATION PROJECT AND A $10 MILLION DOWNTOWN HOUSING DEVELOPMENT. I

KNOW FROM TALKS WITH MY FELLOW MAYORS THAT OTHER COMMUNITIES ARE

EXPERIENCING SIMILAR UNCERTAINTY. THE CONGRESS MUST MAKE A CLEAR STATEMENT

SOON ON THIS ISSUE.

SECOND, THE PROPOSED VOLUME CAP LIMITATION AND FORMULA WITH THE INCLUSION OF

MULTIFAMILY HOUSING WILL UNNECESSARILY RESULT IN PITTING THE NEED FOR

HOUSING AGAINST OTHER USES, PARTICULARLY SHALL ISSUE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

BONDS AS WELL AS SUCH UNIQUE NEEDS FOR TAX EXEMPT FINANCING AS WASTE TO

ENERGY SYSTEMS. A SEPARATE ISSUE IS WHETHER THE CAP IS AT A REALISTIC LEVEL

FOR THE VOLUNE OF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY IN A STATE.

IN MAINE OUR $200 MILLION CAP WILL NOT EVEN BEGIN TO ADDRESS OUR NEEDS.

DURING 1985 THE MAINE STATE HOUSING AUTHORITY PROVIDED $84 MILLION IN

FINANCING FOR FIRST TIME HOME BUYERS WITH INCOMES BELOW THE STATE MEDIAN,

AND FOR NEW APARTMENTS, MANY BEING RENTED TO FAMILIES WITH INCOMES BELOW 80%

OF MEDIAN.

IN 1985 OUR STATE FINANCE AUTHORITY CLOSED ON OVER $80 MILLION SMALL ISSUE

IDB'S WITH $47 MILLION PENDING. PORTLAND'S SHARE ALONE WAS HORE THAN $30

MILLION. THESE PROJECTS INCLUDE THE EXPANSION OF A LOCAL DAIRY,

CONSTRUCTION OF SERVICE BUILDINGS ON OUR FISH PIER, REHABILITATION OF A PIER

FOR FISH BOAT BERTHING, PRINTING COMPANY EXPANSION AND NEW WAREHOUSE AND

DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES. ALL OF THESE INVESTMENTS HAVE NOT ONLY CREATED AND

RETAINED JOBS, BUT ARE CONTRIBUTING TO THE REBIRTH OF OUR MARITIME

HERITAGE,PARTICULARLY OUR FISHING INDUSTRY.

62-671 0 - 86 - 2
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PORTLAND'S LARGE ISSUE NEEDS ALONE FOR A WASTE TO ENERGY SYSTEM FOR TRASH

REMOVAL IN AN ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE MANNER EXCEED $75 MILLION. OUR OVERALL

STATE NEED IS IN EXCESS OF $170 MILLION.

I ENCOURAGE YOU TO REEXAMINE THE FORMULA FOR THE VOLUME CAP PARTICULARLY AS

IT RELATES TO SHALL ISSUE IDB'S. I ALSO URGE THAT YOU CONSIDER A SEPARATE

COMBINED CAP FOR SINGLE AND MULTIFAMILY HOUSING.

THIRD, WITH THE CUTBACKS IN DIRECT DEVELOPMENT FUNDING THROUGH UDAG, EDA AND

CDBG, TAX INCREMENT FINANCING IS BECOMING AN IMPORTANT ALTERNATIVE MECHANISM

FOR COMMUNITIES UNDERTAKING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS. WE ARE LOOKING AT IT IN

PORTLAND AND KNOW THAT OTHER MAINE COMMUNITIES ARE ALSO EXAMINING ITS USE.

I ASK THE COMMITTEE TO ENSURE THAT THIS FINANCING MECHANISM REMAIN AS AN

"ESSENTIAL FUNCTION BOND" AND NOT SUBJECT TO THE VOLUME CAP.

FINALLY, I URGE THE COMMITTEE TO RETAIN THE REHABILITATION INVESTMENT

CREDIT. WITHIN OUR CITY THESE TAX INCENTIVES HAVE BEEN EFFECTIVE IN

ATTRACTING PRIVATE INVESTMENT. BY THE END OF 1985, 156 BUILDINGS IN

PORTLAND HAD BEEN REHABILITATED GENERATING $66 MILLION IN PRIVATE

INVESTMENT. MORE THAN 2700 JOBS AND $1.5 MILLION ANNUALLY IN LOCAL REAL

ESTATE TAX ASSESSMENT HAVE BEEN CREATED. WITHOUT THESE INCENTIVES HANY OF

THESE BUILDINGS WOULD HAVE BERN ABANDONED OR DESTROYED REDUCING THE HISTORIC

LEGACY OF OUR COMMUNITY.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THANK YOU AGAIN FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU

TODAY.
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IRB INDUCEMENT AGREEMENTS

1. Sunenbllek, Reben & Fontaine; originally set at $300,0C0 per Council Order on 6-
18-84, then amended to $340,000 per Council Order on 8-6-84l Howard T. Reben,
Stephen P. Sunenbliok, and Donald F. Fontaine; acquisition and rehabilitation of
the India Street Fire Garage.

2. Moser Cabinet Makers; $320,000; Council meeting of 4-16-84; Thomas Moser;
acquisition and renovation of a 120-year old building located on the corner of
Cumberland and Forest Avenues.

3. Pearl Street Associates, originally set at $620,000 per Council Order on 12-19-83,
amended to $700,000 per Council Order on 5-7-84; Ricardo Quesada; acquisition
and rehabilitation to building located at 4 Milk Street.

4. Oakhurst Dairy; $900,000; Council 'meeting on 11-21-83; Stanley Bennett; expansion
at Oakhurst's site on Forest Avenue, and costs for additional equipment and
machinery due to expansion.

5. Nappi Distributors; $500,000; Council meeting on 10-17-83; Nick Nappi; acquisition
of and Improvements to existing building located at 275 Presumpscot Street.

6. Milliken-Tomlinson Co.; $3,500,000; Council meeting on 7-20-81; Epworth Moulton;
expansion of firm's facilities on Milliken Road in Riverside industrial Park.

7. Ventrex Laboratories; $1,600,000; Council meeting on 1-19-81; Robert Foster, Roger
Piasio, John Lincoln, Arthur McEvoy and Dr. Hugh Johnston, Dr. Narayan Nayak,
and Myron Hames; acquisition and reconstruction of facilities for Ventrex
Laboratories on Read Street in Portland.

8. 123 Middle Street Partnership; not to exceed $2,000,000; Council meeting on 5-7-
84; sole general partner is the Ram Development Company, whose two general
partners are Howard Goldenfarb and Joseph DeFranco; acquisition, reconstruction,
remodeling, and rehabilitation of the building situated at 123 Middle Street (Carburs
Restaurant location).

9. Montalvo Corporation; $600,000; Council meeting on 5-21-84; Margaret Denham,
Edwin J. Montalvo, Jr., Ed Montalvo, Sr.; 7,000 sq. ft. expansion of existing facility
on Riverside Industrial Parkway in Portland and to purchase two new large computer-
controlled lathes.

10. Woodard and Curran, Inc.; $535,000; Council meeting on 7-16-84; Al Curran;
acquisition of land and construction of a 10,000 sq. ft. facility on a new industrial
road in Stroudwater Estates that would combine office space plus a small laboratory
for this firm. In July t985, an additional IRB in the amount of $150,000 was
requested to supplement the previous one for $535,000 due to unanticipated costs.
This Bond was passed at the City Council's meeting on 9-4-85.

11. Teak Associates; $7,000,000; Council meeting on 8-20-84; amount of IRB Increased
to $8,200,000 at Council meeting of 12-17-84; Eric Cianchctte; acquisition and
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reconstruction of the Milk Street Armory, bounded by Milk, Market, Fore, and
Silver Streets Into a hotel to be known as "Portland Regency Ilotel".

12. Portland Fish Pier Associates; $1,300,00; Council meeting on 9-24-84; Samuel
Davidson and Robert Tetreau; construction of a service building on Fish Pier.

13. Susse Chalet Motor Lodge; $2,500,000; Council meeting on 10-1-84; Susse Chalet
Motor Lodge of Portland, Inc. (contact person Charles Wagner); construction of a
106-unit motel on Marston Street, Portland. At Council meeting on 1-15-85, the
Council passed an order making two technical corrections: (1) set specific interest
rate on bonds; and, (2) corrects name to 1985 Susse Chalet Project.

14. Porteous, Mitchell & Braun Company; originally set at $1,800,000 at Special Council
meeting on May 30, 1984, then amended to $2,300,000 per Council Order of
September 6, 1984, and further amended to be $2,500,000 at Council meeting of
October 1, 1984; Porteous, Mitchell and Braun Company (Earl Ingalls, President);
acquisition of land and building facilities for new warehouse and distribution center
for Porteous In Stroudwater Estates.

15. Dieter Associates II Project; $6,000,000; Council meeting on March 21, 1983; Dieter
Associates, David H1. Bateman - Managerl acquisition and rehabilitation of two
existing buildings (formerly Ilarnaford Bros. building, Commercial St.) for use of
55,000 sq. ft. as office and retail facilities, together with construction of a 3-
level parking garage to accommodate 200 cars.

16. Dieter Associates Ii, 335 Forest Avenue, $2,400,000; Council meeting on June 6,
1984; Richard E. Dobson, general partner; reconstruction of existing building at
335 Forest Avenue for 74 residential housing units and for 6,500 sq. ft. of commercial
and retail space.

17. Milk Street Associates (1982 project); $850,000; Council meeting on March 8, 1982;
Ricardo Quesada; renovations of former Burbank-Douglas building, 36 Pearl Street
(on corner of Pearl Street and Milk Street) - retail space on ground floor, offices on
5 upper floors.

18. Free Street Associates (1983); $1,750,000; Council meeting on 8-8-83; acquisition
and rehabilitation for general commercial purposes certain buildings located at 18
to24 Free Street (all buildings more than 50 years old) Ricardo Quesada.

19. Barber Foods; $285,000; Council meeting In May of 1981; purchase of equipment.

20. Casco Development Associates; $500,000; Council meeting on 9-21-831 John Iliggins;
Rehabilitation of building at 474 Congress Street, known as the Loring, Short &
Harmon Building.

21. Teak Associates; $800,000; Council meeting on 9-6-83; Eric Cianchette; Construction
of a warehouse on Presumpseot Street for State Paper Company.

22. ROMCO, Inc.; $600,000; Council meeting on 0-21-81; Robert Patterson represented
ROMCO; acquisition and rehabilitation of former Odd rellows lieU at 25A Forest
Avenue.

23. Congress Street Associates; $1,500,000; Council meeting on 12-7-81; acquisition of
415 Congress Street.
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24. Holden Refrigeration Co.; $500,000; Council meetong on 11-5-84; Richard B. IHolden,
owners acquisition and rehabilitation of 18,000 sq. ft. garage, 17 Westfield Street
for office supply and service area for Holden Refrigeration's operation (building
formerly occupied by IHenley-Kimball).

25. T. Rlcardo Quesada; $1,800,000; T. Richard Quesada; Council meeting on 12-17-
84; acquisition and rehabilitation of Roberts Office Supply building located at 44-
50 Free Street.

26. Court Square Professional Building; $3,250,000; Council meeting on 12-17-841 Ronald
C. Coffin, owner; financing a portion of the costs of acquiring end rehabilitating
the Court Square Professional Buildirg located at 145-155 Middle Street and 68-
84 Pearl Street.

2?. Pine Tree Paper, Inc.; $750,000; Council meeting on 12-17-84; principals are James
Tarsetti and Nicholas Alfiero; acquisitloi of land, construction of a new warehouse
and distribution facility - 20,000 sq. ,'t. in size at 629 Warren Avenue.

28. Dr. J. Michael Taylor and Dr. Mary Morse; $700,000; Council meeting on 1-21-85;
acquisition of fire station (1906 Portland Fire Barn) on Park Avenue and convert it
to a medical office building.

29. Gowen Marine; $2,500,000; Council meeting on 1-21-85; Joseph Schmader, President,
rehabilitate And construct new facilities on Berlin Mills Wharf at 400 Commercial
Street.

30. Murray, Plumb & M.urray Associates; $2,900,000; primary partners are Peter L.
Murray, Peter S. Plumb, E. Stephen Murray, John C. Lightbody, and Ellyn C. Ballou;
acquisition and rehabilitation of former Woodman Building (F. 0. Bailey) located
at the corner of Pear and Middle Streets.

31. 245 Commercial Street Partners; $3,500,000; Council meeting on 2-4-85; Drummond,
Woodsum, Plimpton & MacMahon, P.A. (David Batement of Dieter Assocites is the
development consultant); acquisition and rehabilitation of two buildings located at
245-251 Commercial Street.

32. aendron Brothers Associates; $900,000; Council meeting on 3-4-85; John Gendron;
acquisition and rehabilitation of the building known as 4 Moulton Street located at
the corner of Moulton Street and Commercial Street.

33. Walch Properties, Inc.; $500,000; Council meeting on 3-17-85; J. Weston Walch;
expansion of facility on Valley Street.

34. J. E. Goold, Inc.; $750,000; Council meeting of April 1, 1985; William (0. Waldron
and Dorothy iWaldron Fox; expansion of facility at Riverside Industrial Parkway and
for acquisition of equipment for such facility.

35. Hobson's WharfCorproation; $1,150,000; Council meeting of 4-17-85; Edward Bradley,
Jr., Esq., representing various fishermen; acquisition and rehabilitation of pier for
fishing vessel berthing.

36. One franklin Place Trust; $4,000,000; Council meeting of 4-17-85; Michael Marino,
Richard Marino, Norman Reef; acquisition nnd rehabilitation of the former Gait
Block warehouse on the corner of Commercial Street and Franklin Street Arterial.
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37. Frye Associates; $900,000; Council meeting in May 1985; James M. Rosso Richard
Goduti, Stephen T. Thomas; acquisition and rehabilitation of the Frye Block Building
located at 116 Free Street.

38. Splice Tech, Inc.; $400,000; Council meeting of 5-20-85; Keith Barrows; acquisition
of lots 8 and 9 in Evergreen Industrial Park in Portland and construct facilities
thereon.

39. East Deerlng Housing Associates; $5,965,00; Council meeting of 5-20-85; General
Partner Is Foreside Housing Corporation, which is wholly owned subsidiary of Housing
Resources Corporation. Housing Resources Is owned and controlled by Lyndel J.
Wisheamper. Funding for a residential complex containing 115 units of rental
housing on Canco Road.

40. St. John Street Realty; $2,200,000; Council meeting of 7 -1 85; Joseph Boulos;
acquisitions construction, and equipping a warehouse and showroom facility for use
by the Westeo Corporation (Johnson Supply Co.).

41. Maine Beverage Container Services, Inc.; $1,500,000; Council Meeting of September
18, 19851 Joseph Bourque, Bernard Runser, Joseph Mokarzel, Frank Nappi, and
Nicholas Nappli; acquire land and construct a 20,000 sq. ft. recycling facility on
Rand Avenue Ext.

42. Two-Twenty-Two Associates; $3,500,000; Council Meeting of October 21, 1985;
General Partners are John Menarlo, Joel Russ, and Michael O'Sullivan; Acquire,
Renovate, and Rehabilitate buildings located at 222-242 St. John Street - the
former Maine Central Railroad office building.

43. Hangar Associates; $950,000; Council meeting of December 16, 1985; Bar Harbor
Airlines - Allyn Caruso; Construction of an airplane hangar and office building
and related property at the Portland Jetport.

44. Nappi Distributors; $4,000,000; Council meeting of December 16, 1985; Frank Nappi,
Nicholas Nappil acquisition of land and construction and equipping of a now
warehouse and distribution facility in an Industrial park off Rand Road being
developed by Presumpscot Associates.

45. Young's Furniturel $700,000; Council meeting of December 16, 1985; Jonathan 0.
Young and Stephen E. Young; acquisition, renovation, and rehabilitation of certain
buildings at 525 Forest Avenue in Portland and for the acquisition of certain
equipment to be used In connection therewith.

46. Bandon Associates; $1,600,000; Council meeting of December 16, 1985; Roger
Kringen, Ronald Nishlmura, John Telling, and Pritham Singh; acquisition, construe
tion, and equipping an office condominium unit or units located in the Storer
Brothers building, so-called, at 148 Middle Street.

4?. Portland Venture Partners; $350,000; Council meeting of December 16, 1985; Michael
Mastronardi and Richard McGoldricc;- acquisition and rehabilitation of the building
located at 148 Middle Street, which building Is over 50 years old.

48. Portland Venture Partners; $900,000; Council meeting of December 16, 1985; Michael
Mastronardi and Richard McGoldrick; acquisition ahd rehabilitation of the building
located at 343 Forest Avenue, which building is over 50 years old.



1985 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BOND

STATUS - DECEMBER 6, 1985

TOTAL STATE CAPACITY $200,000,000

Stall Issues By Municipality

Volume

15 Portland
3 Biddeford
I Winthrop
I Westbrook
7 Auburn
I Scarborough
I Hancock
I Easton
3 Bangor
1 So. Portland
1 Boothbay
1 Winslow
8 Lewiston
1 Pittsfield
2 Topsham
I Augusta
2 FAME
I York
I IIHEFA
1 Bridgton
1 Sanford
I Yarmouth
1 Freeport
I Gorham
I Roc!land

61 Total Small Issues Closed
( <$10,000,000)

Large Issues

1 Bucksport

$ 25,546,000
3,250,000

325,000
4,590,000
5,160,000

600,000
825,000

5,500,000
2,586,5C0
1,000,000
600,000
900 000

9,475,000
1,200,000
8,400,000

900,000
1,014,000
250,000

4,80U,000
411,365
820,000

1,100,000
1,300,000
600,000
750.000

$ 81,902,865

$ 65,500,000

Available to December 31, 1985 $ 52,597,135

DSX4/IDBS/dl
120685
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1985 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BO.DS

PENDING THROUGH DECEMBER 6, 1985

SMALL ISSUES PENDING

SMal Issues By Hunicipalit Z

Volume

FAM(E
Auburn
Portland
Wells
Lyman
Westbrook
Poland
Brewer
Kennebunk
Dayton
Saco
Augusta
Sanford
Scarborough
Leecs

Totals

$ 1,900,0001,250,000
6,965,000
6,000,000

700,000
4,600,000
1,200,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
5,500,000
10,000,000

5C0,000
750,000

2,200,000
800,000

$ 47,365,000

Large Issues

I RWS
1 PERC
I Bath/Brunswick

Subtotal

Total Pending

$ 72,000,000
85,200,000
17,000,000

$174,200,000

$221,365,000

DS41IDBP/dl
120685



The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mayor, would you place any limits on the
profits that local governments earn on arbitrage? Because I find a
growing resentment on the committee. You are allowed to issue
our bonds, and you issue them. You pay less interest on those
bonds because they are not taxed. You invest the proceeds in

higher yielding bonds earning a profit on it. Man times the bonds
are issued long before the money is needed to build the facility.
The reason for "early issuance" is for the sole purpose of earning
the maximum amount of arbitrage profit. It strikes, I think, many
members of the committee that there is a certain unfairness in
this.

Mayor CASALE. In some respects, that is true. And although I
cannot sit here clearly and articulate all of the provisions of that
aspect, I think that my involvement in our community, speaking
not from the financial aspect but speaking toward the enrichment
or betterment of the communities, is one that-in a public purpose
or in a tax-exempt financing plan that has been established by the
way that these bonds have been put into effect, I know how it has
enriched our community.

Certainly, I am not prepared today to speak to the arbitrage of
what you are talking about simply because I am not familiar total-
ly with all the aspects of that provision.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Mitchell.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mayor, thank you for coming down this morning. You mentioned

tax increment financing in your statement. Could you give us a
little bit more detail on any proposed projects in Portland that may
be assisted in that method?

Mayor CASALE. Thank you very much, Mr. Senator. And I cer-
tainly will respond to that.

I tried to briefly touch on that in two points. One you picked up
on-the tax increment financing. But going back to the specific
provision in part of my statement regarding a convention facility
in our community, we in Portland-and I am sorry that I did not
have time to bring down any pictures today because it is really dif-
ficult talking about a part of a city that some of you may not have
had the experience of being in. But we have identified an area in
our local downtown. We have spent an enormous amount of money
with your help trying to rejuvenate and rehabilitate our downtown.
And we have identified an area that we feel would be a prime for
increment financing that would help build it.

We currently have instituted and negotiated an agreement with
a private firm in the city that is willing to consider being a part of
that, and that would help us, in fact, build that convention facility.
Without this tax increment financing, which by the way we have
not ever implemented but we understand through discussions with
other cities, States, that they have implemented such structures
and conditions as well as contracts and have built a number of fa-
cilities in their respective communities, and we feel we can utilize
that. However, if it is, indeed, decided by the Congress that they
are going to take that provision away,. that leaves us excluded.
And, quite frankly, with the limitations in the dates that are being



talked about, it puts us in a backward position because we just do
not know how to step forward because we are stepping back.

Senator MITCHELL. You listed first of the five specific items that
you mentioned, the effective date. Do you regard that as the most
urgent problem now confronting you?

Mayor CASALE. I do. Sincerely, because what is happening-and I
realize-and I want to state quite frankly I realize the tremendous
burden that you folks carry. And I know what it is like in my own
role on a small scale to be a decisionmaker and how you have to
face individuals that you represent in making hard line decisions
that are going to benefit, in your opinion, what is going to the bet-
terment of at least 51 percent of the population of the United
States.

So I seriously believe that the dates are critically important. I re-
alize the heavy decision that you do have to make, but would hope
that somewhere in your thinking that you could find a way to at
least phase in those States.

I think-that what we need-and I know that it has been talked
about for years-that Congress must act on the Federal deficit as it
stands right now. However, my feeling is that I believe you folks
are going to have to act on it, but I really feel that we need time so
that we can use different strategies so that the thinking that I am
getting from Washington that we can more or less make it on our
own-we have to have time to do that, sir.

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you very much, Mayor, for your testi-
mony.

Mayor CASALE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And, Mayor, we certainly appreciate you taking the trouble to

come down here today.
Obviously, in your city you have used these extensively. The

question is: Where do you draw the line?
Now I take it that these that you have listed in your appendix

here are all instances of the industrial revenue bonds. That is what
the title says.

Mayor CASALE. That is correct, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. And, of course, there is also the opportunity to

use the historic tax credits. And I guess that is what you are refer-
ring to when you took the rehabilitation investment credit. Is that
the historic tax credit that you are referring to?

Mayor CASALE. That is correct.
Senator CHAFEE. But these have specifically used-the ones you

have listed, the 150 or whatever it is, 48, are the IRB's, IDB's.
Mayor CASALE. That is correct, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. And in accordance with the 1984 laws, I remem-

ber they are sort of mutually exclusive. You cannot use both.
Mayor CASALE. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. Just take item 28, a couple of doctors who ac-

quired an old fire station and converted it to a medical office build-
ing. Is that what you think this is all about? I mean, obviously, if
you can have it, that is fine. But would you urge us to continue
using tax-exempt bonds for something like that?



Mayor CASALE. Let me state, sir, that you would have to step
back and follow the process. And I want to state right now that I
am proud of my participation regarding what has been going on in
our community and how thorough our process is and how very con-
cerned we are to make sure that we follow all the Federal rules,
regulations, and guidelines.

And as far as I know, with all the Federal departments, we have
been a model city. In fact, we are utilized in that respect.

Senator CHAFEE. Mayor, I am not suggesting that this was not
completely aboveboard or anything like that. We are starting -at a
point now where we have to examine these; we have chosen to ex-
amine them.

And as the chairman said, the problem before us is where do we
draw the line. Is this truly a governmental purpose to provide a
special funding for a medical office building? I guess that is the
question.

I do not want to single out those individuals or even this build-
ing, but I am talking of that concept.

Mayor CASALE. Sure. Would it be helpful to you to trace the
thinking that we went through in the city?

Senator CHAFEE. Sure.
Mayor CASALE. First of all, what we did was we looked at the

municipal buildings in and around the city that were not being uti-
lized for any specific purpose. And we decided that some build-
ings-to try and take care of some of the tax increases that we
were facing in our community, we had to take a look at some of
the existing buildings. And we have a heritage in our community
and a real proven success that we do not tear good, used buildings
down.

We issued are RFP on this. And this particular building happens
to be located in an area that is close to the medical complex in our
community. And, therefore, we received something like three pro-
posals. And these people were selected to do that, selected to be the
ones that we would negotiate with to award it to.

Then they followed step E. And you are absolutely correct. In
fact, they did choose to utilize the IRB method of financing their
construction, the rehabilitation of the building.

I feel in what the undertone I believe we are coming from is
where do you draw the line on what public purpose is and how
should these bonds be utilized. I agree that there needs to be some
tailoring, if I might use that word. I do not know how that is struc-
tured because I really have not thought of it on a local level.

We have been just dealing with the tools that you provide us
with to go forward. But I agree that either the Treasury Depart-
ment or some agency has to come out with clear and articulate
rules of how these funds can be appropriated.

Now what that formula is, I do not have a handle on right now.
But I certainly would be willing to make myself and my staff avail-
able to talk about this issue.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I can clearly see that if it is available you
might as well use it. And I take it that these have been used exten-
sively, obviously, in your community.



I think you would probably agree with me that it would be hard
to say that all of these folks would fail to have gone ahead but for
IDB's.

Mayor CASALE. That is correct.
Senator CHAFEE. I mean they are there and you might as well

use them and get less expensive financing.
Mayor CASALE. That is correct.
Senator CHAFEE. And you have had a well-organized system, ob-

viously, to encourage or assist purchases, and, therefore, this is the
result, which is fine.

What is your answer to the question: How many of these people
do you think would have not located in your city but for the exist-
ence of IRB's?

Mayor CASALE. I believe that a majority of them would not have
located. And if you would take a look at it, sir, we have been very
careful. Most ofthese have been used to expand businesses in our
community. I think there are relatively very few that have moved
from other communities.

Senator CHAFEE. My time is up, but let me ask you one quick
question. Do you turn many people down?

Mayor CASALE. Yes, sir. I would not say that we have turned
many people down, but there was one specific IRB that came for-
wardthat the council did have trouble with, and, in fact, rescinded
the IRB application simply because we felt that they had gone
beyond the scope of the limits that were given to us with which to
issue the bonds.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much.
Mayor CASALE. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Chafee.
Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
But I thank the good mayor for his good testimony, and it regis-

tered very well with me.
Mayor CASALE. Thank you. I am delighted to sit in front of all of

you. This is the first time that I have had an experience to come to
Washington to testify before such a prestigious committee. And I
am delighted to be here. And certainly I welcome all of you to

come to the city of Portland so that you can see what we have done
with the tools that you have given us.

I know Senator Mitchell has been a few times, and has even
made it to my joy once or twice.

The CHAIRMAN. I would echo what Senator Chafee said. I have
been in your town several times over the past 2 or 3 years, and you
have done an extraordinary job.

Mayor CASALE. Thank you very much, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Anyquestions, Senator Grassley?
Senator GRASSLEY. NO; I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mayor, thank you very much for joining us.
Mayor CASALE. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. Was the railroad station done under these? I

know the railroad station has been done over.
Mayor CASALE. The railroad station, Union Station are you talk-

ing about?



Senator CHAFEE. Yes.
Mayor CASALE. What has happened is that unfortunately if-how

long ago did you live in the community, sir?
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I will not get into that. [Laughter.]
Mayor CASALE. The railroad station is long gone, but what has

happened--
Senator CHAFEE. I thought down in that area they redid it in

some way.
Mayor CASALE. They have done it in a way that was probably

found unfavorable with most of the majority of the citizens in the
community.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Mayor, thank you very much.
Mayor CASALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We will conclude today with Vincent Sombrotto,

the chairman of the Fund for Assuring an Independent Retirement
and also the president of the National Association of Letter Carri-
ers; and he is accompanied by Tom Griffith, the president of the
National Rural Letter Carriers Association.

Gentlemen, good to see you.

STATEMENT OF MR. VINCENT R. SOMBROfTO, CHAIRMAN, FUND
FOR ASSURING AN INDEPENDENT RETIREMENT, AND PRESI-
DENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS, WASH.
INGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY TOM W. GRIFFITH, PRESI-
DENT, NATIONAL RURAL LETTER CARRIERS ASSOCIATION, AL.
EXANDRIA, VA
Mr. SOMBRorro. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have just a short statment. Mr. Chairman, and members of the

committee, my name is Vincent Sombrotto, chairman of FAIR
[Fund for Assuring an Independent Retirement].

I am pleased to be here today on behalf of FAIR, a coalition of 28
organizations representing all active and retired Federal and postal
employees, a number in excess of 2 million. As was earlier indicat-
ed, I am also president of the National Association of Letter Carri-
ers, whose membership totals 277,000 active and retired.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the committee to
express our views on the proposal to immediately tax Federal an-
nuities. I want to underscore at the outset this immediate taxation
not only affects Federal employees but all public employees, includ-
ing teachers, policemen, firemen, and most private sector employ-
ees, who contribute to their own retirement.

FAIR organizations oppose this provision for several reasons.
First, these employees have made long-range financial plans based
on the assumption of the 3-year recovery rule. Changing the Tax
Code would occur at a most difficult time-time of retirement,
when income suddenly drops, and they must adjust their plans ac-
cordingly.,

For instance, we calculate a retiree with a $13,000 annuity would
pay over $1,000 in additional unplanned taxes in the first 18
months of retirement under this provision.

Second, Federal employees have been encouraged by the U.S.
Government to plan their retirement based on buying Government
bonds, which mature during the first 3 years of retirement. As you



know, Government employees are the biggest purchasers of Gov-
ernment bonds. And even as the House of Representatives voted to
take away the rule of three, the Government was still encouraging
employees to buy bonds based on this provision, something that we
as leaders in our respective organizations encourage our members
to do, and that is to buy Government bonds. There is no better se-
curity than to invest in one's own government.

This 3-year recovery rule was originally enacted for tax simplifi-
cation process. Since the main thrust of tax reform is simplifica-
tion, eliminating the rule of three will result in tax complications.

Three, a change in the tax status of Federal annuities will cause
a significant number of Federal workers in key positions, workers
who had not planned to retire but are eligible to retire, to leave
Government service.

For example, in surveys of Federal employees such as air traffic
controllers, meat inspectors, IRS employees, and foreign service of-
ficers, over 55 percent of them eligible to retire said that they
would retire if this provision was enacted.

This would have a devastating effect on that vital services that
Government provides. In the case of air traffic controllers-and we
know what that situation is-for example, if over 57 percent who
are eligible to retire, it would be impossible to find qualified, expe-
rienced replacements in a short period of time.

In addition, increased retirements would cost the Government
more money in retirement outlays, and there will be an increased
cost for recruitment and training of new employees.

Last, under current law, the Government gets a very good deal.
Taxes are levied on income which employees do not even begin to
receive for decades. The Government has full use of these revenues
throughout that period, and they immediately are deposited in the
general fund. Unlike tax deferred retirement income, which the
committee will undoubtedly examine, the current situation for Fed-
eral employees and others is immediate taxation on deferred
income. While employees willingly accept this immediate taxation
on deferred income, we oppose a further deferral on already taxed
dollars far beyond retirement.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I ask you and the members of this
committee to consider this issue carefully and support continuation
of the 3-year recovery rule in your tax simplification bill.

I would be delighted to answer and respond to any questions.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Sombrotto follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committees My name is Vincent

Sombrotto, Chairman of FAIR, Fund for Assuring an Independent

Retirement. I am pleased to be here today on behalf of FAIR, a

coalition of 28 organizations representing all active 
and retired

federal and postal employees.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before 
the Committee

to express our views on the proposal to immediately tax federal

annuities. I want to underscore at the outset this immediate

taxation not only affects federal employees but-all 
public em-

ployees including teachers, policemen, and firemen and 
most

private sector employees who contribute to their own retirement.

FAIR organizations oppose this provision for several

reasons. First, these employees have made long-range financial

plans based on the assumption of the three year recovery 
rule.

Changing the tax code would occur at the most difficult time--the

time of retirement--when income suddenly drops and 
they must

adjust their plans accordingly. For instance, we calculate a

retiree with a $13,000 annuity would pay over $1,000 in addition-

al, unplanned taxes in the first 18 months of retirement under

this provision.

Second, federal employees have been encouraged by the 
U.S.

government to plan their retirement based on buying government

bonds which mature during the first three years of 
retirement.

As you know, government employees are the biggest purchasers 
of

government bonds and even as the House of Representatives 
voted

to take away the rule of three, the government was still 
encour-

aging employees to buy bonds based on this provision. 
This three

year recovery rule originally was enacted for tax simplification

purposes. Since the main thrust of tax reform is simplification

eliminating the rule of three will result in tax 
complication.

Three, a change in the tax status of federal annuities 
will

cause a significant number of federal workers in key 
positions,
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workers who have not planned to retire, but who are eligible to

retire, to leave government service. 
For example, in surveys of

federal employees such as air traffic 
controllers, meat inspec-

tors, IRS employees, and foreign service officers over 57% of

them eligible to retire said they 
would retire if this provision

was enacted. This would have a devastating effect on the vital

services government provides. In the case of air traffic con-

trollers, for example, if over 57% who-are eligible retired, it

would be impossible to find qualified, experienced replacements

in a short period of time. In addition, increased retLrements

will cost the government more money 
in retirement outlays and

there will be increased costs for recruitment and 
training of new

employees.

Last, under current law, the government gets a very good

deal. Tax es are levied on income which employees do not even

begin to receive for decades. The government has full use of

those revenues throughout that period and they immediately are

deposited in the general fund. Unlike tax deferred retirement

income which this Committee will undoubtedly 
examine, the current

situation for federal employees and others is immediate taxation

on deferred income. while employees willingly accept this imme-

diate taxation on deferred income, 
we oppose a further deferral

on already taxed dollars far beyond 
retirement.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I ask you and the Members of this

Committee to consider this issue carefully 
and support continua-

tion of the three year recovery rule in your tax simplification

bill. I would be happy to answer any questions.



The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to say that I think Mr. Sombrotto makes a good point

here. I have been visited by Federal employees in my State, and
they have made plans based on the existing rules, as Mr. Som-
brotto says in his first point. In other words, they know that during
the first 3 years of their retirement there will be no taxation on
their pension, because that is a recovery of what they have contrib-
uted. This is unlike the normal plan of somebody who works for
General Motors and who is not contributing to his or her plan.

So in that first 3 years when they are not going to be taxed on
their pensions because they are just recovering what they have
contributed, they have, as Mr. Sombrotto says, planned to cash in
various bonds or take capital gains or whatever.

To change the rules arbitrarily so swiftly, it is just plain unfair. I
also think his second point about the retirements is a very, very
real one. I guess that is his third point.

Because of the effects of this change on an individual, the person
may say the heck with it; it is just not worth it and retire early. I
think we are going to lose a lot of valuable people because of this.

Now my question, Mr. Sombrotto, is: What if there was a phase-
in? In other words, we said this will not take effect for 10 years or
some period. What is your answer to that?

Mr. SOMBROrTO. Well, then we could deal with it-f years from
now.

Senator CHAFEE. No, no; in connection with the legislation we
would say 10 years from now this goes into effect so that people
would not be caught in this unfair trap that you point out.

Mr. SOMBRorro. Let me say, absent just the complete deletion
from this in the House version, in the Senate version, I guess we
would take what would be in that case the lesser of two evils.

But let me hasten to add: This particular provision does not
really do too much. I mean you are just taking money at the front
end. You are front loading the taxes. And then at the back end you
are saying you are going to even it out. It drives one to the morbid
conclusion that maybe Government does not want people to live
too long, and they want to get the money up front before they
leave this.

But it goes beyond that too. Federal, and in my case postal em-
ployees and in Tom's case, we pride ourselves of being part of this
great community called America. And we have made sacrifices and
many, many sacrifices over the years. Retirees have given up costof living increases; they have been frozen. Now in the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings, they have been taken away from them. We have
seen Medicare taxes put upon us where there is no real value to us
in the immediate sense.

But we have taken this lashing, particularly from some folks in
this administration-and I hasten to add not some folks sitting up
there now-and we resent it. We believe in fairness. We believe in
our great country and making our contributions to it. And then we
see heaped upon us time and again legislation that negatively af-
fects us. And, more importantly, unfair legislation that affects us.

And in this case, there is no reason for this to be in tax reform.
We think that the rule of 3 years should be retained.



But directly to answer your question, without that happening, of
course, we would look at what other alternatives to what is pres-
ently in H.R. 3838.

Senator CHAFEE. Let me ask you one other quick question. It is
not directly related to this. What percentage of your retirees or
your current active members have Social Security, would you say?
First, retirees. I know you do not have an exact percentage, but
roughly.

Mr. SOMBROWro. Well, I could say very shortly all postal employ-
ees will have some form of Social Security. The present employees,
that is, prior to January 1, 1984-

Senator CHAFEE. Yes; that is what I am talking about. First, take
the retirees.

Mr. SoMBOtro. I do not have a number on that. I would be glad
to look it up for you and provide you with it and provide the com-
mittee with that information.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank Vince

Sombrotto for bringing this forward. I do not know what this is
doing in a tax reform bill. I mean this is a retirement measure, and
it has been in place for a long time.

And one of the things that is so troubling about the aspects of
this legislation is that suddenly, without warning, change in ar-
rangements that people have counted on for 20 and 30 years of
public employment.

One of the problems, I think, Vince, you could speak to is that
under the Federal system you become eligible for retirement at 30
years and 55, and so when we get-you mentioned the foreign serv-
ice officers who go to very dangerous parts of the world and do not
always come back or when they come back, they come back in a
box not infrequently.

At age 55 they are eligible to retire. When they continue to
work, they get their regular pay and lose all their retirement so
they are working at half pay practically. And now we want to come
along and take even something further away.

Do you not agree that we have kind of a strange system that
when you reach some of those highly skilled people, when they
have made their way through the system and they are right up at
the top,-and the moment they really become invaluable, we start
charging them for the privilege of Working for the Federal Govern-
ment. And now we want to say when you retire we are going to tax
you in the way-we told you in the last 30 years, we are not going
to do.

Isn't that basically what postmasters and foreign service officers
and people like that go through?

Mr. SOMBROTTO. Sure, sure.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I see Mr. Griffith is agreeing.
Mr. SOMBROTTO. Certainly. I want to respond just briefly and

then I am sure Tom has some things to say.
I hope my members hear me at all times. That is a problem that

some of us have.
But let me say that another aspect of this-and certainly the

credit should go to the President for alerting citizens in our great
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Nation about taxes. And he has pontificated about no need for fur-
ther taxing of middle-income Americans and most Americans. At
least that is what he said.

And here we have a situation where our members who have to
toil in one job in excess of 30 years-and may I quickly add that
most of them do not retire at age 55. The average is 61. However,
they see themselves as being taxed twice-taxed at the point where
they are drawing a salary and are working, and then at the
moment of retirement under this provision being again taxed for
the very same moneys that was put into the public coffers and into
the Treasury.

So you can imagine as American citizens they are very, very
upset and exercised about this kind of treatment. And we think it
is not only unfair but it is unnecessary, as you pointed out, to be in
what is "a tax reform bill."

Senator MOYNIHAN. I agree.
Mr. Griffith, did you have some comments from the rural carri-

ers?
Mr. GRIFFITH. I think Mr. Sombrotto has expressed my senti-

ments very well. I might just underline or emphasize the fact that
we also feel that it would be very damaging. It is indicated that
probably 60 percent of the people that are presently eligible to
retire would probably cut and run if this feature was left in. And it
would be a significant drain on those that are in the management
positions, the leadership positions, on the experienced and govern-
ment agencies.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I agree, Mr. Chairman.
And I thank you gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mitchell.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, may I ask if it is possible for the committee to

solicit the written views of the postmaster general on the annuity
taxation provision?

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Sectfor MITCHELL. Thank you. I think that would be very help-

ful.
Mr. Griffith, I was interested in your very last comment in re-

sponse to Senator Moynihan's question. What percentage did you
indicate of those eligible to retire who would do so if this provision
is not changed?

Mr. GRIFFITH. We think that probably 55 to 60 percent of those
people that are presently eligible but-still working would bail out
because of the immediate taxation of the funds so they could go
ahead with their retirement plans as they have made them over
the last several years.

Senator MITCHELL. Mr. Sombrotto, do you have any comparable
estimate?

Mr. SOMBROTTO. Yes; we have done some surveys and Tom is ab-
solutely correct. We arrived at the figure 57 percent, which is ex-
actly or almost exactly between 55 and 60 percent.

Senator MITCHELL. Right.
Mr. SOMBROTTO. But if I may--
Senator MITCHELL. Go ahead.



Mr. SOMBRorro. One of the problems that will be created because
of an exodus such as this of that magnitude-and in the postal
service, in my craft, in the letter carrier craft but in the postal
service, that means there are about 20,000 people that are eligible.
And the quick computation would show somewhere in excess of
11,000 to 12,000 would retire on the basis of that 57 percent.

Throughout the entire governmental service and government
itself, if those figures were to be extrapolated, you then create the
problem of trying to find replacements, replacements who would be
starting out in government service replacing people who have had
a long experience and valued experience by people that were inex-
perienced.

The problem that we are seeing-and it is a disgrace-but the
constant attack on big Government. And I don't know what that
means, big Government. Does it mean there is a lot of people or
the people or very tall like Senator Moynihan that aren't Govern-
ment or does it mean-is that an attack on individuals in Govern-
ment? Is that attack on your average letter carrier or your average
IRS employee, Social Security employee, people that work In all
kinds of government jobs? If it is, then it is a sad commentary.

Our Government and our Nation is great because of our people
and because of the kind of institutions we have. And if we keep at-
tacking our institutions, don't we denegrate our own society? I
think that that is a sad and serious mistake.

I know it was popular and still is popular to attack the Congress
as an institution. I think that is unfair and unjust. We might have
differences with various legislators, various members of our Gov-
ernment, but you cannot denegrate the whole system. So we think
our folks that are in Government, and particularly I can speak to
the people that work in the postal service, they feel that they are
set upon unjustly over and over again. And they see these attacks
as a positive sign that government, the administration, and the
people do not care about them.

And I think that is tragic and it is bad. And it is wrong. And so
we would hope that we would put an end to it. This is our Rubicon;
we do not want to cross it. This is our line of demarkation. And
now we are depending on this prestigious committee to right what
hat been wrong in H.R. 3838.

enator MITCHELL. One of the real problems with that is, of
course, it comes from the head of the Government. I know of no
private organization in the country in which the president of the
cornpany regularly gets up and denounces the employees and says
that his company is not only part of but is the problem in our soci-
ety. And the dificulty we have is that the head of the Government
is the one who is the source of so much condemnation of the Gov-
ernment and of its employees. It is very destructive of morale as
would be the case were any private corporate chief executive to do
SO.

And that kind of denunciation and criticism is so corrosive to the
morale and of those within government and to the standing of Gov-
ernment within our society.

We appreciate your testimony and are aware of the problem and
hope that we will be able to deal with it.

Thank you.



Senator MITCHELL. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to welcome Vince Sombrotto here. It is nice to see him

again. He and 1 have shared many platforms together.
And, Vince, although I was not here, I was in the ante room

during your testimony. I am aware of it. And one of the points you
make which is, I think, quite important and virtually incontestible,
is that if some kind of change isn't made in what the House in
H.R. 3838 proposed, we would see a retirement of civil servants,
Federal employees; you mentioed air traffic controllers i your
testimony on or about July 1 of this year, on or before July 1 of
this year, that would make the perennial migrations of the lem-
mings look rather prothetic. It would be a great tragedy for all of
us to lose the quality of civil servants and others that you, I think,
quite correctly put your finger on. We would lose some of our best
and brightest, most able, most experienced people all because of
what would be proposed to be inflicted on them.

Let me ask you this regarding the 3-year rule: You make the
point that the recovery provisions help to reduce the tax burden
and ease the transition into retirement for Government employees.
Other employees do not have this kind of 3-year rule. Is there a
reason why government employees need this transition more than
other employees who don't have contributory plans?

Mr. SOMBROTMO. Well, only because in most cases-and I don't
have the numbers before me-in most cases, those that are benefi-
ciaries of retirement systems don't contribute into those systems.
And if they don't contribute into their systems, then they are not
taxed on those moneys that go into those systems. Beyond that,
those that take IRA's, the taxes are deferred. Those that utilize
those type of retirement instruments don't have an immediate tax
on the moneys. That, in fact, they get a tax deferral.

Now if the proposed tax reform would then say that the 7 per-
ceat or 8.3 percent now that Federal and postal employees pay into
retirement and Medicare were to be deferred and would not be
taxed at the outset, then, of course, there would be some reason
why you would tax their annuities when they receive them after
retirement.

But, xou see, we get it stuck to us both ways, when we are earn-
ing an immediately after retirement under this provision. That is
why that was enacted back in the mid-1950's. And I might add in
order to simplify taxes.

Senator HEINZ. Well, that is why it was proposed originally.
Mr. SOMBROTrO. That is exactly right.
Senator HEINZ. It was tax simplification. And there is some irony

that in the name of legislation which is supposed to make taxes
fairer and simpler that we are making the tax system with respect
at least to this provision a good deal more complicated.

Now you have indicated a potential way out of the woods here.
Let me ask you a question that relates to that, which is: Given the
rising expenses that people do incur as they get older, people have
less in the way of medical bills at age 65 then they do at 75 or 85
at which point they may encounter serious health care problems
for home health care or nursing home care that is nonreimbursed
care under Medicare or anybody's health plan, why is it better



policy to recover the contributions for your members, for example,
to recover their contributions early in retirement, as the 3-year
rule permits, when retirees are generally in good health and are
likely to have some other earnings, possibly from part-time work,
than to spread the taxes or the tax benefits more evenly over re-
tirement?

Mr. SOMBROTrO. Well, I don't think that that is the case. I mean
I do not think it is beneficial for someone to pay front loaded. That
is to say pay taxes immediately and stretch them out.

Senator HEINZ. I understand that it is not beneficial to front load
the tax. Current law front loads the benefit free of tax.

Conceptually one could say, well, what you really want is a pro-
vision that is relatively neutral over time because people are going
to need the most money as they grow-older as opposed to at the
moment they retire when they are in relatively good health, their
expenses are in pretty good shape, most people have their mort-
gages pretty well satisfied. And I am just asking the question: Why
is that a logical policy basis or not?

Mr. SOMBROrFO. Well, I do not know. You are making a case for
it and I disagree with it on the basis of the fact that the individ-
uals--

Senator HEINZ. I am not making a case. I am stating an argu-
ment and askig you to respond.

Mr. SOMBRorro. Well, I am glad to hear you are not making a
case. Now we can count you as a possibility to support our proposal
when it comes up in the committee.

The point is that most employees have planned on that basis.
And then there is a question, as I tried to point out earlier, there is
a question of perception. And, in fact, people do not like to get beat
up by this Government. And that is what happening. The Federal
and postal employees have been targeted and have been scape-
goats, and they are getting tired of it. And now they see this as
almost a final blow where when we are talking in an era of tax
reform, of tax fairness, of tax justification, a provision is put in a
tax reform bill that creates an opportunity for what we see as
double taxation. And they are just outraged by it. And they say
enough is enough; we like the present system; we think it serves us
better; we think it serves the Nation better; and we think it should
not be tinkered with.

Senator HEINZ. My time has expired but if the chairman would
give me 30 seconds to make an observation.

It is this: I suspect this is one of those provisions that, in effect, a
repeal of the 3-year rule, you can make all kinds of arguments, the-
oretical ones, for, including the argument that there will be some
revenue gain, which is why the House, I assume, put it in, but
which on examination prove to be very hollow arguments. The rev-
enue estimate that Treasury, the Joint Tax Committee, makes
really do not take into account human behavior. We have had
people say, listen, you can write any tax law you want, but there is
no way people who do not want to pay taxes and who were not
planning on paying taxes because they were sheltered by present
Iaw, there is almost no way you can stop them from getting around
the law legally.



And I suspect the revenue estimates that everybody expects or is
betting on, the $3 billion or whatever it is, would find that the
early retirement of all those people that you mentioned would cer-
tain neuter those revenue estimates.

And, second, there is an element of fairness here. When people
who have been making plans for the last 2, 3, 5, you name it,
number of years suddenly find that someone is changing the rules
on them just as they are really getting definite about their retire-
ment plans, it is quite unfair.

And we talked about the irony of the complexity that this intro-
duces. There is also an irony in the lack of fairness it could intro-
duce as well.

Thank you very much.
Mr. SOMBRO'TO. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Senator Heinz.
Mr. Sombrotto, and Mr. Griffith, we appreciate you coming. Let

me just say that I heard over the radio coming in that there is
some drug task force that has suggested the way we start to elimi-
nate drugs is to subject all Federal employees to some drug testing.
Talk about unfairness in singling out a group. I find that ridicu-
lous, if it is as I understood it.

Now this may be a condensation and so in all fairness I want to
say I have not read the report, but to suggest we start by testing
all Federal employees as though that is a hot bed of drug use is
ridiculous. And if we are going to have testing, well, test every-
body. That means General Motors and- U.S. Army and the-Alaskan
Police Force and everybody else. Not just the Federal employees.

So we thank you for coming. And on the basis of that barrage,
we will let you go.

Mr. SOMBRorro. If I may gratuitously, if they keep slamming us
around, they are going to drive us to the use of drugs. [Laughter.]

Senator CHAFEE. Well, we do not want that to happen.
Mr. SOMBROTTo. But I do want to, on behalf of my colleague here,

Tom Griffith, and all of the members of the FAIR coalition, the 28
members, and all of the members we proudly represent, thank this
committee for inviting us to testify. We commiserate with you in
the works that you will be doing. We know that the deliberations
that you will be going through will have a qreat impact on our
Nation, and we just want you to know that we support anything
that is good for America that makes us a better and fairer society.

We just think that a thorough examination of this particular
provision will drive you to the inevitable conclusion that it is not
worthy to be in a tax reform package, and that your recommenda-
tion will be to take it out.

Thank you very much.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:11 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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The National Water Alliance appreciates the opportunity to share our

concerns with the Senate Finance Committee about the impact of federal tax

policy on the nation's water resources.

We believe that the current consideration of changes to the federal tax code

must include consideration of this nation's ability to maintain and deliver a safe

and reliable supply of water. Our belief is founded in our concern for American

citizens -- for public health, for economic strength, and for the wise use of the

American taxpayers' resources.

Just over two years ago, I founded the National Water Alliance with the

assistance of some Congressional colleagues who shared my concern for the

nation's most precious natural resource -- water. Senators Durenberger, Dole and

Moynihan, and Representatives Roe, Foley, Hammerschmidt and Wright join me on

the Executive Committee of the Alliance, representing varying regions, political

parties, and perspectives on water issues. They too see the value of a non-

governmental forum for the development of integrated water policies and public

education in this area. We are joined by twenty-two Board members representing

the diverse Alliance membership at large -- from business, labor, state and local

government, environmentalists, academia, trade associations engineers, and

concerned individuals.

The National Water Alliance has developed a consensus expressed in National

Water Alliance "Policy Statement 1i" (attached for the record) which Is based on

the widespread and sincere interests oF- - road spectrum of National Water

Alliance members, participants in our national public conference in September

1985, and other concerned members of the water community and the public at

large. The unique quality of the National Water Alliance -- as a forum for policy

deliberations outside of government Including this diverse expertise, knowledge,

and concern -- presents you with valuable insight and contributions to the current

tax policy deliberations.



Senator DeConcini -- Page Two

Early in 1985, we created four Member Task Forces based on member

priorities, including the Task Force on Infrastructure Finance and Development.

This Task Force focuses on the nation's water-related infrastructure needs, rapidly

outpacing the nation's ability to meet those needs. Their focus on federal tax

policy evolved froin the recognition of this fiscal shortfall one, the decrease in

federal funding capability while federal mandates to provide safe and reliable

water remain; and two, the decrease in state and local funding capability while

policy shifts limit the options to implement innovative, professional financial

solutions.

As federal tax reform proposals develop, we offer a vital perspective on the

intimate relationship between federal tax policy and the ability to meet the

nation's water needs. It is not always the case that Congressional deliberations

successfully Integrate such inter-related policy areas -- in this case tax policy with

water policy. That integration is critical at this time.

The National Water Alliance Task Force on Infrastructure Finance and

Development presented the Board of Directors with a thorough, well-balanced set

of recommendations specific to this objective. We extend appreciation to those

dedicated members. The breadth of leadership in the Alliance developed a concise,

conceptual Policy Statement (see attached) adopted unanimously in January 1986

by the full Board of Directors, including the Executive Committee, outlining the

salient points as a valuable skeleton for Congressional considerations.

On behalf of the Board of Directors and entire membership of the National

Water Alliancep I thank the members of the Committee for the opportunity to

provide testimony, commend you for your leadershipi and look forward to your

continued wisdom and dedication In the challenges ahead.

/Attached "Policy Statement Ill" to be inserted for the record./
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NATIONAL WATER ALLIANCE
LETTER from the CO-CHAIRS

We believe the current consideration of changes to the federal
tax code must include a consideration of this nation's ability to
maintain and deliver a safe and reliable supply of water. We are
pleased to present the National Water Alliance 'Policy Statement
IIl' In support of federal tax policy provisions impacting the
nation's ability to provide needed water-related facilities and
structures.

'Policy Statement IIl' represents one recommendation of the
NWA. The Policy Statement is based on the recommendations of the
NWA Task Force on Infrastructure Finance and Development,
meetings thereof, and relevant sessions of the September 18-20,
1985 NWA Conference, 'Water Policy: 1985'. This Policy State-
ment supports the positive impact of current federal tax policy
provisions on the ability of state and local governments, and their
private sector partners in many Instances, to meet their responsi-
bilities for adequate water-related infrastructure necessary to the
nation's economy and public health.

The additional 'Position Statement' was approved in a 'Sense
of the Board' resolution by unanimous vote of the NWA Board of
Directors at the October 9, 1985 Board meeting. It includes
specific recommendations of the Task Force members. The Position
Statement serves as an illustration of representative actions
which could be taken in Implementation of the Policy Statement.

It is intended-that -'Policy-Stateme-nt- IIl' will encourage
full consideration of the policy implications of federal tax
provisions for the reasonable and effective financingof needed
water-related infrastructure. At a time of restricted federal
funding capabilities and looming capital shortfalls, the judicious
use of the federal tax code may provide a cost-effective means to
direct financial resources to priority water-related infrastructure
needs.

I On behalf of the Board of Directors, we extendour apprecia-
tion to the Task Force on Infrastructure Finance and Development,
the Ad Hoc Task Force on Tax Policy, all National Water Alliance
members, and the Executive Advisory Committee members who have
provided guidance, expertise and support for the development of
these Policy and Position statements.

DENNISDeCONCINI DAVE DURENBERGER ROBERT ROE
U.S. Senator U.S. Senator U.S. Representative

Chairman Co-Chairman Co-Chairman
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NATIONAL WATER ALLIANCE
POLICY STATEMENT III

SUPPORTING PROVISIONS of FEDERAL TAX POLICY

IMPACTING the ABILITY of STATE and LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
to MEET WATER-RELATED INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS

WHEREAS, THE NATIONAL WATER ALLIANCE reoagnizesthat the

development of the nation's water-related infrastructure is not

keeping pace with the nation's need for adequate supplies of clean

and usable water; and the nation's Investment in capital facilities

has decreased significantly over the past two decades, while the

needs of a growing population and economy have Increased; and

WHEREAS, the Alliance further recognizes that-while federal in-

volvement in the provision of needed water-related infrastructure

has declined, the needs as propounded by federal regulations have

increased; and the delegation of responsibility to state and local

governments results in serious financial shortfalls in meeting these

needs in the areas of water supply, wastewater treatment, solid

waste disposal/resource recovery, and other water-related Infra-

structure; and

WHt ER E AS, the Alliance further recognizes that federal funds and

other resources should be used in the most efficient manner possible

,to meet water-related infrastructure needs; and the efficiencies of

leveraging federal tax incentives can lead to the most positive

impact for each dollar spent by all sectors, and in the end by the

user; and

WHEREAS, the Alliance further recognizes that federal tax incen-

tives are In effect federal expenditures, and that the use thereof

to finance or to encourage the financing of water-related infra-

structure should be recognized as such; and policy implications and

priorities should be thoroughly assessed in the development of

federal tax policy; and



WH E REAS, the Alliance further recognizes that the public sector

maintains the ultimate responsibility for these needs to protect

public health and promote economic growth; and as a result, this

statement does not discount the valid purpose of direct federal

grants and other forms of assistance to meet these needs In the many

instances where the local tax base Is Inadequate and the necessary

incentive for privatizat ion success does not exist; and rural and

low-income areas face particularly severe financial shortfalls in

the provision of water-related services; and

WHEREAS, the Alliance further recognizes that of critical impact are

several provisions of federal tax policy which are fundamental to

the ability of state and local governments to Issue tax-exempt bonds

for infrastructure financing; and

WHEREAS, the Alliance further recognizes that through long-standing

federal tax policy provisions, state and local governments have

looked increasingly to the private sector to assist successfully in

the provision of needed public services; and the innovative process

of privatization is to a great extent reliant upon certain tax

incentives provided by the federal government; and

WHEREAS, the Alliance further recognizes that without many current

federal tax policy provisions, the ability of the public sector and

the private sector to provide essential public services would be

weakened if not negated; and

WHEREAS, the Alliance further recognizes that state and local

governments, and their private sector partners, require stability

and predictability in order to adequately plan for capital needs;

THE NATIONAL WATER ALUANCE hereby urge increased reoognition

that several provisions of current federal tax policy are vital to

the ability of state and local governments to meet water-related

infrastructure needs, and furthermore urges consistency in federal

tax policy, and federal water policies.
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NATIONAL WATER ALLIANCE
POSITION STATEMENT

IN SUPPORT of NWA POLICY STATEMENT III
SUPPORTING PROVISIONS of FEDERAL TAX POLICY

IMPACTING the ABILITY of STATE and LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
to MEET WATER-RELATED INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS

Approved as a 'Sense of the Board' resolution
by the Board of Directors on October 9, 1985.

PURPOSE:

This statement of the National Water Alliance Infrastructure Finance
and Development Task Force recommends that the Board of Directors
adopt a policy position In support of federal tax laws and regula-
t ions which allow state and local governments to meet water-related
infrastructure needs.

Based on the year's meetings and policy discussions of the Task
Force, and on the National Water Alliance September 18-20,1985
con ference sessions on Infrastructure finance and development, this
state-men-t has been d ra- f ted -r-eflet t ing t he general -consensus among
members and guests during deliberations over the role of the federal
government in the provision of needed water-related infrastructure,
and particularly over federal tax policy Impacting the ability of
state and local governments to meet their responsibilities in this
area. The consensus Is based on an open process incorporating the
views and suggestions of a broad spectrum of participants In the
Task Force, the recent NWA national conference, and general public
debate.

BAC KG ROUND:

The Infrastructure Finance and Development Task Force and the
relevant sessions of the National Water Alliance conference, 'Water
Policy: 1985', September 18-20, 1985, have focused on federal tax
policy and Its impact on the ability of state and local governments
to fulfill their responsibilities to meet the serious and increasing
infrastructure needs across the country. •
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The Need

The development of the nation's water Infrastructure Is not keeping
pace with the nation's need for clean and usable water. Water is
required for everyday household use, almost all manufacturing
processes, energy development, agricultural production, mineral
development, and transportation. All of these uses depend upon
well-managed and efficient infrastructure. Even with a sufficient
quantity of clean water, the nation's deteriorating supply systems
threaten to prevent its use. The need for new and rehabilitated
water and wastewater treatment facilities is ever-increasing as the
nation grows. The costs to maintain the necessary infrastruct ,,e
represent more than mere current expenses, but an investment.

The nation's investment in capital facilities has decreased by 30
percent in the last two decades, according to the Private Sector
Advisory Panel on Infrastructure Financing. Infrastructure
investment was occurring at a rate of 3.5 percent of the gross
national product (GNP) twenty years ago, compared to2 percent
today.

Infrastructure needs, including those for water, are vast,
serious, and increasing, with significant fiscal implications.
The overall infrastructure needs in this country through the year
2000 are estimated as high as $3 trillion. A recent study reported
to the Joint Economic Committee (I EC) of Congress found just over $1
trillion in needs for the same period, and a $443 billion shortfall
following current policy. Needs directly related to water reported
to the I EC amount to $265 billion with a $90 billion shortfall.

State and local governments face these mounting needs from an
increasingly precarious position. Traditional federal financial
support Is dwindling in light of high federal deficits. At the
same time, federal requirements for water-related infrastructure
remain steady. The resultant fiscal shortfall weakens the ability
of state and local governments to meet their responsibilities.

It is recognized that the public sector maintains the ultimate
responsibility for these needs to protect public health and promote
economic growth. As a result, this statement does not discount
the valid purpose of direct federal grants and other forms of
assistance to meet these needs In the many Instances where the local
tax base is inadequate and the necessary incentive for privatization
success does not exist. Rural and low-income areas face particu-
larly severe financial shortfalls in the provision of water-related
services.

S



State and Local Options and the Federal Role

In a broad sense, the Task Force focus on tax policy results from
this growing awareness that while the federal government role in the
provision of needed water infrastructure is reduced, Its role as
regulator to require that these needs be met is maintained. State
and local governments are burdened with increased responsibility in
developing water supply and financing Infrastructure needs, while
federal assistance, both direct and indirect, has decreased.

Given that situation, the preservation of certain tax provisions,
as well as privatization, provide options to state and local
governments seeking to finance water supply and wastewater treatment
needs. In rany cases, certain forms of tax-exempt financing and
privatization can ameliorate the serious shortfall in financial
capabilities at the state and local levels.

federal Tax Policy

These broad concerns brought the Task Force tojocus more specifi-
cally on recent policy proposals which would further weaken the
federal role in Infrast-ructure development -- tax reform proposals.
Contained in these proposals are several provisions impacting the
ability of state and local governments to Issue tax-exempt bonds for
-infrastructure- financing. In addition, through long-standing
federal tax policy provisions, state and local governments have
looked increasingly to the private sector to assist in the provision
of needed public services. This privatization has proven success-
ful in many instances including water-related facilities. The
innovative process, however, is heavily reliant upon certain tax
Incentives provided by the federal government. Without current tax
policy provisions, the ability of the public sector and the private
sector to provide essential public services would be weakened if not
Aegated.

Moreover, the tax provisions direct ly affecting the ability of state
and local governments to use tax-exempt financing to meet infra-
structure needs are critical. Specifically, these Include advance
refunding provisions, the retaining of investment earnings (arbi-
trage), the allowance of bank costs for providing and carrying
municipal bonds as deductible expenses, and the redefinition of
governmental bonds.



In combination, these provisions of the federal tax code are
essential to the ability of state and local governments to provide
needed infrastructure. In addition, consistency in federal tax
policy is needed. State and local governments require stability
and predictability in order to adequately plan for capital needs.

Revenue Impact

The Task Force recognizes that the ultimate bearer of costs is the
American user of water-related services, whether by user fees,
state and local taxes, or federal income tax. With this in mind,
the most efficient and equitable use of this resource must be
sought. State and local-governments have Increased efficiency in
their use of available funds, including federal grants, tax-exempt
financing, ard private sector partnerships. This can continue
most effectively through stable federal policy allowing capital
planning, and through private sector assistance.

Recent successes with privatization constitute a particular case for
the continuation of current federal tax policy. A recent study by
deSeve Economics, Inc. surveyed current and currently planned
privatization projects in the water-related services of water
supply,-_wastewater treatment,_ and solid waste disposaVresource
recovery. Based on this survey, they concluded that the revenue
foregone by the U. S. 1 reasury by privatization under current tax
provisions for the preservation of tax-exempt financing, transi-
tional rules of depreciation, and CCRS Class 4(as outlined in the
President's May 28, 1985 tax proposals) for equipment in water-
related facilities would be $100 million over the next five years -
a small amount relative to the billions of dollars in other tax
expenditures and in direct federal assistance in these areas.

Furthermore, this Impact is incalculably lessened by the positive
revenue impact of such projects, by the leveraging impact on state
and local government borrowing abilities, and by the efficiencies
of the private sector involvement;

In shbrt, the Task Force believes that the current provisions of
te federal tax code provide significant efficiency and equity to
the American taxpayer.
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS:

The following Task Force recorninendations were included as possible
considerations by Congress in the implementation of the Policy
Pos it ion:

1. Tax-exempt financing, including the use of industrial devel-
opment bonds (iDBs) for essential public purposes should
be continued for facilities, publicly or privately owned
or operated, when the specific purpose of such facilities
is water supply, sewage and water treatment, hydropower
used for financial support for water supply projects, or
solid waste disposal/resource recovery.

2. Reasonable transition rules should be provided that recognize
the long lead times associated with these facilities, and
should include a full investment tax credit for projects where
construction has begun or a binding contract has been entered
into within six years of January 1, 1986, and a subsequent
phase-out period.

3. All equipment in such facilities (other than structures and
turbines) should be placed in CC RS Class 4 or equivalent.

4. Existing tax provisions concerning public purpose (i.e.,
non-IDB) bond refundings, arbitrage earnings, and the
deductibility of bank costs for providing and carryingmunici-
pal bonds should continue to be applied to bonds Issued for
public purpose infrastructure facilities.
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1 appreciate this opportunity to appear before tho

Committee to express AFGE's views on the proposal to elitinin:tte

the so-called three-year rule provided by Section 72(d)(l) of

the Code.

We recognize that this proposal not only affects federal

employees, but all public employees including teachers,

policemen and firefighters, as well as other private sector

employees who have contributed toward their retirement

annuities. But it is particularly inequitable in Its

applicability to employees under the Civil Service Retirement

System. Unlike the contributions toward annuities made by other

employees, the contributions made by federal employees are

deposited in the general fund of the U.S. Treasury. Thus, the

government has the immediate, full use of those revenues as well

as receiving the income taxes which are levied each year on the

contributions as a part of the employee's gross income. Federal

employees, on the other hand, must participate In the retirement

system; must pay income tax currently on the required

contribution of 7 percent of their salaries; cannot withdraw

their contributions prior to retirement unless they resign from

government service; and, if they do resign and withdraw their

contributions in a lump sum, no interest is paid to them for the

period of time the government has held and used their monies.

At the very least, the three-year recovery rule negates some of

this inequity.

- I -
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AFGE opposes the elimination of this provision for several

other reasons. First, employees have made long-range financial

plans based on the provisions of the three-year recovery rule.

Eliminating this provision now would Impact on those employees

at a most critical time--the time of retirement, when incom

suddenly drops. For instance, a retiree with a $13,000 annuity

would have to pay over $1,000 in unplanned t;xes in the first

year of retirement under this provision. Obviously, In the

short run, this produces some revenue. But the amount is

relatively small, and its effect will be negated as tax revenues

are lost on the return of contributions paid in later years.

This temporary shot in the arm is simply not Justified.

Second, the proposal would be particularly onerous in the

case of survivors. Under S.72(d), if an employee dies before he

receives his contributions, then the three-year rule is

applicable to his survivors. There are many cases where an

employee dies leaving an unemployed surviving spouse, perhaps

with college-aged children. The survivor is faced with not only

the loss of a loved one, but also with the financial spectre of

running the household on approximately 1/4 to 1/3 of the

deceased employee's income. The three-year rule provides some

relief and permits a period of recovery.

Finally, we think this Committee should recognize the

severe personnel implications of this tax change. Many agencies

have up to 40 percent of their personnel eligible for

retirement. InformAl surveys show that if this tax change is

- 2 -
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enacted, up to about 80 percent of those eligible for retirement

will retire. This massive exodus of the most senior personnel

within the range of government agencies will leave these

agencies virtually dysfunctional. The cost to the government of

this exodus would continue to be paid for years.

Before closing, we want to bring to the forefront the

larger issue of revenue neutrality. There is a virtual

consensus in this country that the massive federal deficit is

causing both short-term and long-term disruption to our

economy. The budget deficit, which exploded from $40 billion in

FY 1979 to over $200 billion in the last two years, has

adversely affected interest rates, exchange rates, investment,

the trade balance, and threatens the long-term viability of the

United States as a world industrial power. Over the past four

years, the Administration, with varying degrees of success, has

used the budget deficit as a bledgeon to beat down the domestic

side of the budget.

In this context, it seems imcomprehensible to undertake a

major restructuring of the U.S. tax system without addressing

the major failing of the existing tax system--namely, its

failure to provide sufictent revenue to fund the essential

government programs that the American people need, deserve, and

want.

The failure of our tax system to meet its fundamental

purpose is clear. (In looking at outlays and revenues, the most

appropriate economic frame of reference is as a percent of GNP,

- 3 -



which is used here.) General revenues (net of Social Security

and MedicRre) dropped from 16.1 percent of GNP in 1960 to 12.6

percent In 1986. Over the same period, outlays increased only

slightly, from 15.9 percent in 1060 to 17.6 percent In 1086.

The long-term trends were sharply accelerated by the fiscal

policy adopted in 1981. Since 1981, General revenues dropped by

a full two percentage points of GNP while defense spending

increased 1.2 percent. Because of these two trends, net

interest went up an additional 1 percent. Domestic spending,

far from being the "cause" of the deficit, actually dropped by

t.3 percent.

Corporate taxes, in paticular, have fallen dramatically.

In 1981, the largest corporate tax reduction In history was

enacted. By FY 1983, corporate Income taxes had fallen to the

lowest level in inflation-adjusted dollars since before Pearl

Harbor. In PY 1983, the corporate income tax was only 5.9

percent of federal receipts, less than half the level In FY

1980. Although corporate income taxes have rebounded to 8.4

percent in FY 1985, they remain at historically low levels. In

the current fiscal year, U.S. "spending" on corporate tax

"incentives" is projected to reach $120 billion.

Over this time period, the American public has become

outraged as large, profitable U.S. corporations such as ITT, Dow

Chemical, 1.R. Grace, etc., found sufficient loopholes to pay

little or no taxes for many of these years. Often these same

- 4 -
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corporations relied on federal government contracts as a

source of profit.

The underlying forces driving the budget deficit is

revealed as fatlitng general revenues a-nd, in particular, falling

corporate income taxxes and the recent escalation in spending on

weapons programs.

Federal employees and 'the services they deliver will not

avoid continue+ reduction and continual attack until the

underlying causes of the deficit are resolved. Congress is not

without blitme for this situation. Congress voted for the

missive tax cuts in 1981. Congress has ratified the expansive

spending on military weaponry. Most recently, Congress

overwhelmingly passed the irresponsible monstrosity known as

Gramm-lludman.

Given this history of Congressional abdication of its

political responsibility, we turn to this Committee to take the

lead in redressing the underlying deficit momentum by abandoning

revenue neutrality in this tax bill. The message that AFGE, as

a union of federal employees, is trying to comunicate to

Congress is that the work of government employees is viluable--

the services they provide are important and deserve to be funded.

- 5 -
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American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO
81 P 4 ,, rMi 'A Jr"f, DC 2aX%

STATFENT OF THE

AMERICAN POSTAL WOPKERS UNION, AFL-CIO

PRESENTED TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE CONCERNING TAX REFOM

UNITED STATES SENATE

This statement is teing presented by the American

Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO on behalf of our 330,000

active and retired members to the Con.,ittee on Finance

of the U.S. Senate concerning Tax Reform legislation

which is being considered by the Corittee. The

officers and members of our Union appreciate this

opportunity to present our views in this regard.

Of irnediate and great concern to our member-

ship is the proposed repeal of Section 72(d) of the

Internal Revenue Code, the so-called *three-Year

exclusion rule," as provided in Section 1122(c) of

H.R. 3838 and approved by the U.S. House of

Representatives. Section 72(d) of the IRC presently

allows employees who have contributed to their

respective retirement trust funds up to a three-year

post-retirement tax free period. Such employees
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previously paid required income taxes through payroll

deductions during their pre-retirement working lives.

The controversial and adverse change proposed in the

House-passed H.R. 3838 tax bill would be effective for

employees retiring on and after July I, 1986. If enacted

into law, this negative proposal would be a financial

disaster for approximately 19 million Americans, pri-

marily postal, federal, state, county, municipal and

private sector employees who contribute to their retire-

ment plans.

Under-current law these loyal and hardworking employees

at retirement, as an annuitant are allowed a tax-free

period of up to three years to recover through annuity

payments an amount equal to the amount he or she contri-

buted from their wages.to the retirement system during

active employment.

However, the bill passed by the House of Representatives

would repeal this three-year rule and make tax-free only

a small portion of each employee's contributions in any

given year. The balance would be returned over any given

year. The balance would be returned over an actuarially

determined period (perhaps as long as 20 years), thus

assuring that many retirees may never receive full tax-

credit amounts they personally contributed into the

system and paid taxes on during their working lives.

The net effect is that many employees who have planned

for retirement under the current tax laws will not only
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face an immediate financial loss, but also face a disruption

of other plans they may have made to provide for long-term

financial security in their retirement years.

APWU has calculated that an average single postal

retiree, receiving a $13,00 annuity, would pay an additional

$940.00 per year in taxes for each of the first three years

under the H.R. 3838 House legislation if the three-year

exclusion rule is repealed. A. joint-filing postal retiree

would pay $360.00 per year for each of the three years

under this controversial proposal.

It is important that we address the suggestion that

some postal retirees could be better off over their entire

retirement life under the House approved measure. The

philosophy being that by spreading the employee contri-

bution exemption over (for example) a 12-year retirement

period some retirees could benefit more from being in a

lower tax bracket for all those years rather than taking

the tax break up-front during the first three years.

In the case studies we were able to look at, we

discovered that some retirees could pay less in actual

dollars, but because of the time value of money, a "r6al"

dollar today would be worth more than an inflated dollar

next year and certainly over a 12-15-20 year period

these retirees would be worse off over their full retired

life span.

Repeal of the three-year rule also raises the

obvious question of fairness. Postal and federal retirees
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will be particularly hard pressed to meet this new tax

obligation, considering the reductions they have already

had to endure. In the FY '86 Budget, the ax fell partic-

ularly heavy on federal & postal workers and retirees, and

the Gramm-Rudman legislation appears ready to bury the hatchet

even deeper into the backs of these mistreated employees and

annuitants.

During the past 10 years, postal & federal workers and

retirees have been required to sutfer more than $40 billion

in lost income from reductions and delays in scheduled pay

increases...revisions in the Federal Employees Health

Benefits Program... imposition of the Medicare hospital

insurance tax... elimination of paid holidays from lump

sum annual leave payments upon separation from federal

service...revisions in the basis for computing general

pay from 2080 to 2087 hours annually.. .changing the

annuity adjustments for federal retirees from semi-

annual adjustments...limiting the COLA to 1/2 of the

increase in the CPI for retirees under 62.. .denying any

COLA to military retirees employed in the Civil Service...

postponing the COLA...covering postal & federal employees

hired after January 1, 1984 under Social Security...

reducing the so-called "windfall" benefits created by

dual entitlement to Civil Service retirement and Social

Security...reducing Federal retiree's Social Security

spouse's benefit by an amount equal to two-thirds of

their government pension...and finally, the suspension
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of the January 1986 annuity COLA.

These cuts and their accumulated 40 billion dollar

savings--calculated by the General Accounting Office and

updated by the House Committee on Post Office and Civil

Service--have also been accompanied by loss of jobs through

reductions-in-force and contracting out.

Mr. Chairman, I believe evidence points out very

clearly that the 330,000 active and retired members we

represent have suffered more than their fair share. The

House H.R. 3838 measure proposal to raise $7.5 billion by

repealing the three-year rule is patently unjust and unfair!

This large sum could only come from the "pockets" and

annuities of retirees.

mother important reason to retain the "three-year

exclusion rule" from the standpoint of efficient, cost-

effective and essential Government services must be the

great concern for a potential mass exodus of the Nation's

most senior, qualified and sorely needed postal & federal

workers from the lowest to the highest salary positions and

who are eligible for immediate retirement prior to the

effective date of the tax-reform measure. Such a tremendous

personnel loss not only to the Federal government but also,

potentially the Congress of the United States and staff

persons would be an inexcusable and irretrievable loss to

"good government" and the American people.

The American Postal Workers Union desires to express

our appreciation and gratitude to your colleagues, Senators
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Paul S. Trible, Jr.; Ted Stevens; Charles Mc C. Mathias, Jr.;

Thomas F. Eagleton; Ernest F. Hollilngs; 
and Paul S. Sarbanes

for their joint sponsorship of Senate 
Resolution 304 which

was referred to your Committee on January 
29, 1986 and states:

"Resolved, That it is the sense of the 
Senate

that section 1122(c)(1) of H.R. 3838 
repealing sec-

tion 72(d) of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1954

pertaining to the 3-year baris recovery 
rule on

taxation of retirement annuitit. will be deleted

from the tax reform legislation now pending

before the Senate Finance Committee, and 
that

the present 3-year basic recovery rules 
will be

maintained."

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee 
it it our

hope that you will concur with the recommendations 
of

your distinguished colleagues who have 
in an exemplary

demonstration of bipartisanship and statesmanship 
urged

rejection of Section 1122(c) of H.R. 
3838. We urge you

to review the entire text of the Senate 
Resolution 304

and their well documented explanation 
for introducing

and supporting the resolution on January 
29, 1986.

We believe repeal of the basic recovery 
rule will

do irreparable harm.to the government, 
its employees

and retirees in a time when they have 
already suffered

more than what any reasonable person 
would consider fair

and equitable. We strongly urge you and the other
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members of this Committee to delete this controversial

proposal from your tax reform package.

Now, a few additional comments concerning the H.R. 3838

tax legislation pending before your Committee. The measure

does contribute general equity and fairness to most taxpayers

exclusive of the proposed repeal of the IRC Section 72(d).

The average ordinary taxpayer--who has been paying most

of the Federal Government's bills while the rich and big

corporations exploit special loopholes and avoid paying

their fair share of taxes--would benefit from the bill. It

appears more than half of the net tax reductions would go

to those with incomes between $20,000 and $75,000. Most

features of the current tax system which most benefit

average Americans would be preserved by the legislation.

For example, the bill retains the deduction for state

and local taxes--the most widely uses of all deductions.

In fact, a survey commissioned by the American Postal

Workers Union last year found that over 59% of our

members were entitled to a credit for state and local taxes.

The House Ways and Means Committee was correct in

continuing the present treatment of state and local taxes

instead of following the Administration's proposal to

punish those areas that have done the most to finance

public programs and facilities. Again, we recommend

the Committee concur in this decision.

The American Postal Workers Union with others in

the labor movement, campaigned long and hard to convince
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Members of the House of Representatives that the proposal

to tax "life-support" benefits was poor tax policy and a

backdoor attempt to raise taxes on the backs of the lower

and middle-income Americans. We were successful and hope

this Committee will not consider such ill-advised taxation

further.

While the measure provides badly needed relief for

most taxpayers, it also reaffirms the principle that

everyone should pay their fair share of taxes! The

bill's tough and comprehensive minimum tax would ensure

that neither corporations nor wealthy individuals could

completely avoid federal income taxes.

H.R. 3838 would put a stop to accounting practices

which allow major defense contractors to avoid the taxes

that pay for our national defense. Under the measure,

foreign tax havens would be curbed, tax breaks for the

oil and gas industry would be reduced, large banks would

have to pay more than the token amounts required by current

law, and limits would be placed on deductions for business

meals and entertainment.

Thank you Mr. Chairman'and Members of the Committee

for giving us this opportunity to express these views

concerning tax-reform on behalf of our 330,000 members

and retirees. I will be happy to respond to any questions

concerning our testimony and provide any related additional

information requested.



Statement for the Record
H.R. 3838

The Cellular Telecommunications Division of Telo-

cator Network of America (Telocator) submits this statement in

support of an amendment to the effective date for the invest-

ment tax credit and depreciation rates proposed in the Tax Re-

form Act of 1985, H.R. 3838. Telocator represents cellular

companies (a new form of mobiletelephone service) that are

classified by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as

"nonwirelines" -- i.e., cellular companies owned by indepen-

dent entrepreneurs, in contrast to the competing "wirelines"

which are owned by telephone companies. The FCC allocated

only enough spectrum for two cellular systems .n each market

-- one set of frequencies for a wireline system and one set-

for a nonwireline.

The proposed effective date for the repeal of the

investment tax credit and the new depreciation rules grand-

fathers only equipment under binding contract before September

26, 1985 or placed in service by December 31, 1985. As

explained below, unless the nonwirelines receive transition

relief, this effective date provision would unfairly place a

tax burden on many nonwirelines which, due to FCC policies and

procedures, almost all of their wireline competitors will not

have to bear.

I. Telocator Proposed Transition Rule

In order to relieve nonwirelines of the tax die-

advantage they would otherwise suffer in their competition
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with wireline telephone companies, Telocator proposes broaden-

ing the bill's transition relief to include equipment for any

cellular system for which the FCC issued a construction permit

prior to September 26, 1985. Because the FCC had issued

construction permits only with respect to the 90 largest

markets as of September 26, 1985, only they would be eligible

for this transition relief. In the remaining 215 markets no

construction permits were granted prior to September 26 for

either wirelines or nonwirelines. Hence no competitive

disadvantages would exist in those markets and no transition

relief is necessary.

In the event that the generally applicable effective

date for the investment tax credit and depreciation amendments

is postponed until January 1, 1987, the transitional inequities

that the nonwirelines now face would not occur and there would

be no need for a special transition rule.

II. Background

Prior to 1983, there was no cellular industry other

than two experimental operations in Chicago and Baltimore/

Washington. In 1981 the FCC allocated certain frequencies for

cellular use and declared that in each of the 305 metropolitan

areas, or markets, in the United States one cellular permit

would be awarded to a wireline company and one to a nonwireline

company. The purpose of the latter policy decision was to

ensure a competitive cellular industry. To qualify as a

wireline, an applicant had to be owned by a telephone company
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operating in the same market. The number of eligible wireline

applicants in each market was small and sometimes there was

only one.- A nonwireline applicant, on the other hand, could

be any business entity interested in providing cellular

service.

The FCC then considered how to process applications

for the wiriline and nonwireline construction permits in each

market. It established a June 7, 1982, deadline for filing

applicat-ons for the 30 largest markets, a November 8, 1982,

deadline for markets 31 through 60 in size, and a March 8,

1983, deadline for markets 61 through 90. The FCC began by

using a comparative hearing process to choose among competing

applicants but shifted to a lottery procedure for markets 31

through 90. The very restrictive eligibility requirements for

wireline applicants and the wide-open eligibility requirements

for nonwirelines caused the delay for the nonwirelines which

in turn led to the tax inequity at issue here.

I1. The Need for Telocator's Proposed Transition Rule

In the top-90 cellular markets, 76 wirelines had

completed construction and received their operational licenses

before September 26, 1985. As a result, their equipment

purchases are not affected by the proposed tax legislation and

are eligible for the more advantageous tax benefits that the

bill would eliminate. However, only 16 nonwirelines had com-

pleted construction and had licenses by September 26, 1985.

Therefore, most nonwirelines would not qualify for the tax
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benefits available to the wirelines and would be placed at a

substantial disadvantage in head-on competition with wirelines

in their markets if they are not granted transition relief.

The headstart of the wirelines over the nonwirelines

is directly attributable to FCC policies. In the top-30

markets wireline applicants avoided the comparative hearing

process altogether because there was only one per market or

because they were sufficiently limited in number to be able to

settle quickly. The larger number of nonwireline applicants

in each market made settlement far more difficult. As a

result, none of the wireline applications in the top-30

markets went to a comparative hearing but almost all of the

nonwirelines were designated for hearing. Thus, although both

wirelines and nonwirelines filed their applications in the

top-30 markets at the same time, the nonwirelines did not

receive their construction permits until an average of 12

months after the wirelines received their permits.

By way of example, in the Atlanta market where five

nonwireline applications were filed on June 7, 1982, the

applications were designated for hearing on January 21, 1983;

the record was closed on December 2, 1983; the Administrative

Law Judge issued the initial decision on February 27, 1984;

the FCC approved the decision and granted the construction

permit on January 29, 1985; an appeal was filed in the federal

Court of Appeals on February 27, 1985; oral argument took

place on February 14, 1986, and no decision has yet been
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rendered. By comparison, the wireline received its construc-

tion permit on January 21, 1983 and the system went on line in

July, 1984.

The FCC switched to a lottery selection process for

markets 31 through 60 and 61 through 90, though it did so

substantially after applications for these markets had been

filed. Cellular Lottery Rulemaking, 98 F.C.C. 2d 175 (1984).

Under this new procedure, the nonwirelines still suffered a

disadvantage. In almost all cases market-wide settlements

were negotiated and agreed to. But these settlements took

much longer to arrange among nonwirelines because of their far

larger numbers. Thus, in markets 31 through 60, most markets

had 12 or more competing nonwireline applicants, and in

markets 61 through 90, there was an average of 16 nonwireline

applicants. The average number of applicants for wirelines in

markets 30 through 90, by contrast, was still a very manageable

2.6 per market.

Because of the far larger number of nonwireline

applicants in markets 31 through 90, their settlements took

much longer than the wireline settlement process. Thus, the

settling nonwireline applicants each had to agree first to

take a pro rata interest in the company that would operate in

the market in question. Then they swapped interests in the

various markets to achieve some measure of consolidation and

business rationality. This process was not substantially

completed until long after nearly all of the wirelines had
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reached settlement. For example, in the Salt Lake City

market, the wireline received its construction permit on

April 26, 1984, and was operational by December, 1984. But

the nonwireline did not even receive its construction permit

until March, 1985, which was when many other nonwirelines in

the 31 through 90 markets received their permits. Compared to

the September 26, 1985, date in the House tax bill, the Salt

Lake City wireline had 17 months and the nonwireline had only

six months to order equipment. Because the process of order-

ing equipment and launching a cellular system takes a con-

siderable amount of time, the much smaller amount of time left

to nonwirelines to complete this process by the deadline

established in the House tax bill was simply inadequate in

many cases.

Moreover, the various steps to be undertaken before

central switches and other equipment could be ordered were

made more complicated by the fact that the settlement process

resulted in nonwireline permits being held by partnerships

with large numbers of partners. In most nonwireline markets,

therefore, partnership committees reviewed and authorized the

following decisions leading up to orders for appropriate

equipment. They had to review the design of the systems which

engineers and others had agreed to on the basis of a careful

review of the various applications in the market. They had to

evaluate and then choose among a changing and sophisticated

selection of computer based switching and other equipment in
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light of their systems' needs. There were numerous difficul-

ties with respect to selecting the location of various towers

needed for the operation of the systems and with respect to

obtaining zoning approvals for them. The resolution of these

difficulties could affect their equipment selection. Con-

sequently, it is entirely understandable that many nonwirelines

were unable to order equipment before September 26, 1985 or

place it in service by December 31, 1985.

If transition relief is not-made available, non-

wireline systems that have been delayed by the FCC's processes

would be placed at a substantial competitive disadvantage.

For example, if a cellular system in a particular market costs

$10 million to construct, the wireline would have had the sub-

stantial benefit of a $1 million investment tax credit while

its nonwireline competitor would have no credit, and for

several years the wireline would receive more rapid deprecia-

tion than its nonwireline competitor. These discrepancies

would enable wirelines to charge lower rates and otherwise

have an unfair and undeserved competitive advantage over

nonwirelines.

Based on Telocator's survey of a substantial number

of nonwireline systems, it believes that the impact on tax

revenues of the proposed transition relief, including both

investment tax credit and depreciation, would be in the

neighborhood of $15 million. Although the effect on tax

revenues would be relatively small, the relief would be very



significant to the emerging nonwireline industry. It already

operates under the handicap of starting later than the wire-

line industry; the wireline systems are owned in large part by

powerful regional telephone companies with cellular interests

that span whole regions of the country; and the nonwirelines

incurred far greater hearing and settlement expenses to obtain

their FCC permits than did the wirelines. With nonwirelines

being the only source of competition to wirelines in the

duopolistic cellular market, the FCC and the District Court

have recognized the special importance of nonwirelines

developing into full competitors of the wirelines. Thus, the

requested relief is desirable not only as a matter of tax

equity but also to promote the public policy goal of a

competitive cellular marketplace.

IV. Relationship of Telocator's Transition Rule to Other

Transition Rules

Telocator's proposed transition rule is not unique.

A similar transition problem was encountered and remedied by

the drafters of H.R. 3838. Section 203(d)(2) of the bill

grants transition relief to certain projects if, on or before

September 25, 1985, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

("FERC") had licensed the project or certified it as a "quali-

fying facility" for purposes of the Public Utility Regulatory

Policies Act of 1978. In both cases, substantial time and

money had been expended in the regulatory process prior to

September 26, 1985. In both cases, the necessary regulatory
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analysis and review entailed significant delay not faced by

other taxpayers who made their investment decisions without

such extensive federal regulatory review. And in both cases,

the initial decisions to pursue the projects were made long

before September 26, 1985, in anticipation of the continueA

availability of the investment tax credit. The case for the

nonwirelines is even stronger since relief is needed to

provide them with equitable tax treatment vis-a-vis their

wireline competitors.

That special transition relief is appropriate for

certain taxpayers subject to federal regulatory action is also

demonstrated by the transition rules enacted when the invest-

ment tax credit was terminated under Section 703 of the Tax

Reform Act of 1969. Sections 703(b)(3)(C) and (b)(6)(B) of

that Act provide that, in defined circumstances, property des-

cribed in certificates or orders issued by a federal regulatory

agency before termination of the credit would be treated as

"pretermination property" (and thus still eligible for the

investment credit) even though not satisfying the general def-

initional requirements. These provisions show a history of

Congressional solicitude for taxpayers who, although clearly

committed to acquiring or constructing property prior to a

statutory deadline, are unable to begin construction or enter

into binding contracts in the ordinary course of their busi-

nesses as a consequence of the regulatory process.
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V. Conclusion

Transition relief for nonwirelines is essential to

prevent the creation of a significant tax inequity. Wirelines

and nonwirelines constitute two classes of taxpayers that are

similarly situated, but FCC procedures have caused one -- the

wirelines -- to be eligible for substantially more advan-

tageous tax treatment than the other -- the nonwirelines.

That inequity will inhibit the full and fair competition

crucial to a competitive industry. Appropriate transition

relief would be consistent with similar remedies in the past,

would be limited in scope to only those cellular systems

authorized prior to September 26, 1985, would involve only a

small revenue loss and would rectify an otherwise wholly

unjustified discrepancy in the tax treatment accorded to

competitive cellular systems in the top-90 markets.

The text of a proposed amendment to the bill is

attached as Appendix A.



Appendix A

AMENDMENT to SECTION 203(d):

(14) Certain Cellular Systems -- In the case of property

which is part of a system in the Domestic Public Cellular

Radio Telecommunications Service covered by an FCC con-

struction permit issued on or before September 25, 1985,

such property shall be treated as satisfying the require-

ments of paragraph (b)(1) of this section.
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Mr. Chaiian and Members of the Committee on Finance,

I. am Robert J. Scott, Executive Director of the Colorado Pubiie

Employees' Reti.~uwnt Association, which administers-four-

retirement trust funds for state employees, school-distt
employee ,Municipal employeeb-, and judges in the state of -

Colotado. I appreciate this opportunity q present the views

of our 96,000 active members and 25,000retired -persons and

their beneficiaries concerning proposals to eliminate the

three-year basis recovery rule as part of tax reform this year.
The three-year ruleprovides that annuity payments t6

a retired employee who made taxable contributions to his or her

retirement plan and whose annuity payments in the first three

years after retirement would equal total contributions dre,-

treated as a non-taxable, recovery of those contributions untilI

all of his or her contributions haveaeen recovered. As a

resuUti most public employees receive their annoity~payments

tax-free for the first one to three years following retirement.

The House-passed tax reform bill (H.R. 3838) would

",repeal this rule'l and, effective July 1, 19-86, spreadthe

repbvered employee contribution over the expected life of the

-annuity. It is my.understanding that the Senate Finance

Committee Staff Option For Tax Refbrm iould phase out the

three-year basis-recovery rule somewhat more gradually; while
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the details of this proposalhave no been-r'elea ed and are-

accordingly not-efntirely clear, it appears that Jndividuals who

retire in 1987 would pay 50% of the tax imposed by H.R. 3838 in

the first three years after retirement, while those reefi*1gn;

1988 alid thereafter would 'pay 10 % of the tax pro kded OYS

HR. 3838 Forthe reasons set-M, 4rth below, we urge the Senate

Finance Committee to-adopt neith "!proposal, and-'insteat -

leave intact-the three-year'basis recovery rule.

- The repeal of 'the three-year.basis recovery rule over

a sh9r't-periodo.f time will, 'in all 'likelihood, lead to a-mas

exodus frfo-m-gv ern&i of senior personnel-now eligible to

retire. These departures could lead to a serious ,Ibss of

expertise and loss of continuity in critical arO)s-of

government, Tor example, the article appended to. this-

-statement reports that, under H.R. 3838, the Internal Revenue

Service may lose 20% Q.f its top executives this year and is.

alreadyrexperiencing.a heavy turn over of tax technicians as a

'resultoC-Hbuse-Passage of the bill. Although--the Sdnate--

.Finance Committee .Staff Option would alleviate this problem-..

'somewhat, it w0 ld probably only delay.the reti-rement of ,.-.

Idurrently eiigible employees by.six months, since it would only

retain current law an additional six months.:

Moreover, an unanticipated increase in the number of.

retiremepits could result in a significant increased in costs to

the employer gcJirnments. For the federal government, it has

-2-
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been estimated that the cost of retirement annuities for those

additional employees induCed to retire if t06 rule is repealed

would actually exceed-the amount of revenues to be'gained in

the first year b limin ion of~the rule.

Perhaps fportaft of all, the repeal of the

rule, whether under the House-passed bill or the Staff Option,

would.unfairly frustrate'the legitimate expectations ofV

iployees who are-approaching the age of retiremeat-,In

addition to the increase in tax upon their annuity payments in

the-f irst years-.*of -retireen retiring emplOyes,w6uld-aIso_ b

taxed at a higher rate on jIRAs, accrued- leave payments, bonds
and other planned retirement funds. To impose this burden wifth

little "notice -- whether none at' all or 18 months upon

employees who have long-standing retirement plans ahd

investment strategies. is particularly unfairr. Accordihgay, we

urge you not-to repeal the three-.yeaT-rbasis, recovery rule.

" Thnk you for the-opportunity to-present the views of
, /

the Colorado Public Employees'-Retirement As.sociation. We wish

you -success in -your efforts at tax reform.

3 -
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APPENDIX IVT STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. SCOTr

2-24-86 (No. 36) G ---

" NA-' Osily poy S""tom TAXATION AND
DAILY REPORT FOR EXECUTIVES ACCOUNTING

IRS: TAX IOERCY SEEN LOSING U-TOF2O PERCENT -

Mr-EXECrTIVIS DUE TO POSSIBLE PENSION RULE CHANGE'

Thelnterpal Revenue Service may lose nearly 20 percentof Its top executives later this
'year if a prOvis i ihe House-passed tax overhaul bill (HR 3838) Is enacted' an aide to Rep.

Frank Wolf (R-Va) 4aid Feb. 21. .

-Since November, 22 of IRS' 247 executives aireAdybaxe- earedmd-2 ore wI- -
-- eligible for retlren~en4b-y he end of October, according to IRS spokesman Wilson Fadely.. He

could give no reason for the trend, bbt Wolf's aide said it is because of the House proposal.

- The tax code change would roquite, federal workers and oth-4 who contribute to their
pension plans to'begto paying taxes on their Annutes as soon as they retire. Current law
alo-w§,employees to tecoVer the amount they paid into their i nstonfund and paid taxes on
while wolrkih,; This Is dbne by exemptink from income taxes initial monthly aunulty p&yments
until workers get all thelr money- back. To be eligible for full retireiinnt benefits, a
government worker must have 30 year's of service and reached the age of 55.

A su evey by the Senior Executive Association seems to support the views of Wolf's
office, showing that 91 percent of those government executives eligible to retire will do so if
the provision is onacted.-The' association surveyed more than 1, 200 executives and 43 -
percenit said they were eligible to retire. Nine out of 10 said they would retire lithe tax reform
provision becomes lawa according to the association.,

" John Rogers, Treasury Depariment assistant secretary for management, told a #eb, 19
House ippropriations subcommittee that he-is "very concernned" about the impact the House
provision is having on the qualI[t f department management, About 5 percent; or 6,500, of
Treasury's employees are eligible for early retiremient as of July 1, the effective date of the
House tax bill provision,' Wolf told the slubommittee hearing.

Deputy IRS bomrnissioner JaMesOwens told~th'e House aelthat all ut three of the n
retirees have been replaced, acknowledging that It will take some time,' though, for the new"
hires to get up to speed. Owens said the replacements are first rate and a group of newly i, 7
trained executives will soon be available to fill future vacancies.,

This is not the first time changes in federal penslon ruks have profnp*e career f
government workers to re;Ire ear Y. A special I 4'e-It-A. jos " f-t'tftgih6rea eIn.

-pensionlevels led.to a similar exodus In 1973, said = &VaI Alxneho; yas JRS i'
ommtssioner~ duerith ord Aiftininstratton.me Alexnd tol ON it dpcal

"difficult" mimaging IRS' fieldoperatibns because-many d ~trkt directors Were amorg thbse
who left. "They're hard to replace," and It takes time for neWfmankgera to learn the Job', he
said, adding that those wh6 leave usually are at the peak other experience and young enough
to continue working. I .-

Perhaps'a greater problem Is acurrent heavy turnover of IRS tax technicians as a result
of the House plan, said Alexander.: These experienced employees, who are not part of the
senior executive service, a-e- particularly hard t4 replace because of their institutional
memory and wide experience, said the-former commissioner_,

To prevent a flood of retiring workers, Alexander suggested phasing the House provision
|n oin three years or so, which would lessen the cost of Working longer and encourage'more
people to stay, "I think the new (House) plan. . .has much logic behind it but it's going to have
an unfortunate result" unless it's modified, he said.'

-0-
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T IMPLICATIONS O/H.R. 3838 FOR -

.INFRASTRUC FIANCINO AND CAPITAL FORMATION

VIn July 1985, the PriAte Sector Advisory Panel onlnfrastructur
Financing issued Its report, "The Implications 0f Tax Reform for
Infrastroaeture Financing and Capital For itln." co report eoneluded

that "the. Tax Proposal woulAseverel$ decrease nfrastructure

investment." .ThIs projected decline-Tn funds vall~blo (or infrestruelure

financing would exacerbate the current shortfall In fuhs needed to build

and nfintalr our natoin's-infrastructur4 facilities. There is a serious gap

between funds ettiqiPtIed A wli.In| ra~ditnal public sources and

the-amount of m bney needed throVu gh theiyear 2000 for the public works
infrastructre to ensure our health, safety, and economic viability.

Tie overall demand tor capital spndling-0h infrastructure between
1984 and thte year.. 2000!:has been estimated-by- the Joint Economic

Committee to0 ttl $I , trilon ad by the-COngressionalBudget Officeto

total $60 6-1116n. Thls works out to an annual expenditure of between

$57.5 and $73,4 billion. " Yet Actual federal, state, and loeal expenditres "

have bqen estimated by CBO to total only $39'billion annually.

Investmteht in WifraStrutre foeilitles must be maintained and

increased rather than deereased in the next several years.i. The ability of

lt)cal. -governieints to effil'intly and ecor6rnically T finfi oe public works

.,facilities depends-to a large part upon the availability of tax-exempt

Ifinanhig" and the U K i0pi ieatIOns'of -such an ivcstrment for the private

tLwystor,- The cApltal cost recovery and tax-exempt bond provisldns nA'w in

the Internal Revenue Code have provided an important Incentive to private

investdrs. This incentive will Inevitably be threatened-by major changes In

the tax code. -

A- n t 1mot important ares or. private investment in

infrastruOture facilities are environmental fao llties-those conerned with

sewage treamn t, solid waste disposal, end the furnishing of cleap water,

The projected needlfor Wastewater ftoolitIles provides -od example of

the fundinggap and o$ the Importance f ialotanIfhg nd;eitlv eS fot privAte

Investment. The Egnv o -ntel Protection Agenot in its 1984 needs

assessment fpund that $109 bili6n of ctpithnlinvestment wll be r4ired to"

build all the wasteWater facilities needed between 1984 andi 2000. If federal.

funds remain constant; State and local governments would have to increase:

their annuAl outlays for building wastewater facilities, currently totaling

some $2.8 billion annually, by more than 50% in order to meet thts ned.
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i--- For water resources and suppIyVt CBd found an eStimated annual need
for $11 billion and actual annual spending of $5.6 billion. The funding gap
for water-related facilities, as for eve i y type of infrastructure' facility

will be greatly exacerbated by the federal spending cuts that -ould occur

over the next five years under the Gramm-Rudman provisions. 'The

,-combination of federal budget cuts and decreased -private Jinestment-due.

•G . . ... . "tax code could ec devastating. to our nation's public

facilities.

After the Advisory Panel's'rport on ta1 efrh6 's ssi, 4,ithe use 

Ways and Means Committee rep6i red 0ut j'x refor" bill tl V s04sed..-

by the'House On Deceeber 17, 1985. Th ; house bill, rhe Te leform At

4(1985 (H.R. '3838), also' ooseS'significant problems f the 9' t t nu.o t

In .rastructure financing.. The following iSa brief su mary o the efect of

H; R. 3838, on infrastructure financing and recormen atitns or change.

TAX EXEMPT BOND.

Nongovernmental Use

'The most "inportantdifference between the AdministratIon proposal
and KrR. 3838 IS thatthe latte r al)6ws some nongovernertal activities-to

receive tex.-exrmpt financing. Thee proviMlons:o ofJ,.R. 3838 fllow the

gner~l: form of the 'Adifllistrati.op proposal, dividing tax-exempt bonds

sued by goenmna 'unitsinto 'vehnta"ad "nongVei'nmental" ,
b o r$ inte onWte' emnlogy, "-Nonessehtial function" bohds.

"GovernmI htalI"f bonds correspond to the, ttaditio'nal ca tegoi les of'general
obligation bonde6&reenue-bons used to.pr-ovide'publIc services, and may

-. be issued- to fin&nee government activities- with no" volume restrictions

(except for incidental nongoverninental use, as disciissedbelow).

- A bond is considered governmental under the* House bill' when no

more than the lesser of $10milliOn or. 10% of Its" proceeds isused-for
"noPgovernmental" purposes, or no more :than the lesser of $5 million or

5% of the 'proceeds -is loaned to "nongovern mental" persons. If4the bond

does not meet', both of these tests, it will be denied, tax, exemption unless

a specific exception is -provided (se below). in addition,- If

nongovernmental use of a governmental bond exceeds. $1 Mnillionilbut does

" not exceed -the nongovernmental threshold,- the portion over $1 million

must be counted against the state's volume cap.

The 10%. limitation applied to. 1"governrnentAl" 'bonds, while a

substantial InijhrOvernent over' the - Administration's 'proposed 1% limit-on

nongovernmental use, will pose serious -problems. for ' issuers of

"governmental" Ibonds (,or 6ubll projects, especially when combined with

the -requirement that 'n6govern'mental- use. exceeding $1 million In'

;gboernmental bonds be couited against the state's volurhe. cap.. In many

cases there is a significant 'private' component to public works' and

buildings. Examples include the state office building. whIchleaset'9pftce to

private vendors. the pubjic school whose Cafeteria service is..provided by. a

private 'contactOr, .or a public -sewage treatnt plant w I .l|i-. nanced

with general obligation or revenue bonds (ph 60 'eiustt.6a is too

high to Include Itiri the state's'volume COp (or'n,6dessential funetlon bonds)'

but which has contracted Under a "take or piy. traet or on some other
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basis dtfferert from 'that available to thergeneral public to receive more
than 10% of its wastes fr-0n one or'several commercial users.

it is extremely Important to note. the point made by the -last

example; the -percentag6. of nongovernm ental. use is 'determined by -
'aggregating.-the percentages of use of ali nongovernmentO! users. Thus,,
bonds for a facility will be considered, nongovernmeta! i it has several
privateo-sers whose. aggregate use exceeds 10%, even it none of t!em
reache that figure-separately , - This aggregatiin ru1e will pose a serious
problem for mhnicleial sewer systems, many or most of which are'ln-exaCtly
this situation."'

By taking the u'npre'edented -stp of making'a bond's tax exemption
depend solely on the use of the proeeeds- rather4than - a predetermineod
category, H.R. -3838 impose a tremendous recordkeeping 'burden and
c creates enormous uncertainty for ssuers of goverrnnental bond. Ir order

tobe sure that bond issues continued, o ualiff for a tax exemption, ftid to
calculate the, state's volume cap, stata i4 t nd authorities wouldd have to keep
detailed reord o.f the exact use of the'roeeds'o each tax-exempt bnd -
issue thr6ugh6tt ..the state--a task that',would be burdensome, expensive, .r

and extremely _difficult,' if. no("impossible. In addition, It would become
oUIutr-fO r b~fld eoufsl -issajw 0a4&u 1uafiedd pliiloj 'g bondsu as
their advice, on an issue's qualificatioi for tax -emption would .k.cessArlly-
be predicated on. otherissuance -about which they have.np control or-
-knowledg e. .

The Pan el shares the oicerniv within t rh.n s
over past abUses of tax'exeniPt, finangd pArtieI~iariy in" th6. DB area, and
agrees that" thea-va lfbiiity of such'4f16anlig be: limited to.thi.oe facilities
and tintionsthat~tlytflfilla public pcti0o e. "Tie provjslons enacted as,
part of the" Detielt Rdudt1in -Act of 1984, however,' are fully suficient to*
curtail abusive -uses of IDBs, -.pFurthermore, and most importantly, H.R.
3838, like the. Administratin iraposal, goes far beyond the purpose of
eliminating abuses o'."1private purpose- rbonds1' As the examples above and
the discussion below show, theae proposals would have a severe detriibentAl
impact on bonds that are clearly governmenital and projects" Whose purpose
is .unqdestjonably -public, creating enormous problems for state -and
municipal capital financing.

Th Himit on nongovernmentil use of facilities. financed with-
governmental bonds should be.raised to 25%, as the, case undercurrent
law, and the -rule requiring inclusion In" the' -volume cap- of-the
nongovernmeptal portion of governmental - bon4s that exceeds $1 million-
should b-deleted . "

'Rulds Governink Nonessential Function Bonds

Unlike rthe Administraition .proposal, HR. 3838 allows interest
payments, on "nore enial .funotio ". bonds Issued" for certain :speelfied

activities to continde to redeive-a tax exemption, ;ubject iiimost bases to
a volume lmItr (ion, the) current, restriction on IDBS, and Dor0ie .new
restrictions. - 5ce the amount of ndnovenmental use places these
"exempt facility" bonds in the nonessential tunetioncategory, any' further
degree of "nongovernmental use will not affect their tax exemption,
although some exempt facilities are required to beavailable to "the general
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"public." This change from-the Adminis trtio-n'proposal-wlfi -#iow e coInued.

use of tax-exempt financing for infrastructure projects. The activities so

exemptedare:

1.MuIltI'mily rental housing
S 2. .AlpOrtS (only i n~Iudng facili es direcAly-_elted to

• ;: transportation of passengers ndec.o) "..

3. Port i (n Ineluding fall ie d ri e d t-trf t t
' of cargo nd passengers by7'ater .

4. Mass omrn 4 faciltes-,
5. Sewiged a d solidwasfe disposal facIi!ties
6. Facil ties forte ftiffs-hng of water- -

7. Small-issue fDBs (no Isunset)
8. Qualified studentlloan bonds
9. Qualified mortgage'bonds and ve rans! mortgage bonds (with

sunset) and veterans' land bonds (wi ousunset).'
10. 50i(c)(3) organizations

In addition, H.R. 3838 tal es the ino-r ,Up'ti tep,- allowing Sewage

treatment and solid w -ste di lS$Oilities, the are prIVately owned or

-an'dged t6-fkel- tax-em pv-fi naning,i alt ough they receive less

* favorable depreciation treatment In' this s eVht' -- Bond-financed' water

faclIties, however, must be pvbIlily owned, and'oan be privately mnaged

only It they. are regulated like a Oublic utility: Th- re Isno clear reason for
this distinction, and when added to the tax ch rnges Imposed on ihee,
facilities by the new kepreelation system (see discussion below), ij will

seriously reduce further private investment inithem.,.

Another restrkti660 li 6ed on "nonessential. funtIon- bonds the

requirementthat 100% of tli&.'proceeds be used for the bOnd's ex empt,
'purpose; Under current law,:10% ofthei'proceeds of an IDB mayIbe fsed

for other purpOses, such as the buIlding of ancillary faeilitiesWhich 'd6 not

fulfill an exempt-purpose. "This flexibfity tousea small portiofto the

proceeds to meet thevarious'needs that may arise during the const ub tion f
of 'a facility is often essential.-in allowing Infrastructure projects-to go

for ard,"

H.R. 3838 should be amended in the Senate to allow privately owned

br managed 0so"theurlshilg of water to' be'financded with Aax.-
exempt bonds. In addition, the rul -allowIng 10% of the -proee of a

"nongoVernmiental" bond to be used, for nonexempt purposes should be

retained. ...'

Voliume Cap

Because it called for the-elimination of all nongovernmental bonds,

the Admilnlstration prooosal id not; include a voluibe limitation on tax-.

exempt finan~eng, H.R. 3836 'does Impose such a cap. The cap covers all

nonessential function bonds except-those for airports(other than freight

handling facilities) and ports (other than storage 'facilities), plus that

portion of governmental bonds exceeding $1, million in 'nongovernmental
use.

The cop Lequals the gre'te 0 o$200 million or $175 perca ita for eh

state ($125 after 1987 to reflect the mortgage subsidy bond surset).. $25 of

4 -
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this is reseed solely for ,501(c)(3).,organizations"(th'6Y~rO n-Oo ,however,
limited'to this 6mOint) of the rest 50% (25% after 198) 'is all6ceted to
the various housing bonds--i.e., exempt facility bonds for muifarnly
housing, qualified, mortgage bonds, -and qualified veterans' mortgage
bonds. The 501 (ei(3) aflttiowma not be changed .tthe state level1

while' the ellocI41 foro housing bonds may only be overridden by-stMt-'7
statute, As under current law, unused nd authority may be cal'red over
uptt threepyears for specific rionessentia function bond projects.

S Wg0 treatment, solid waste lsp sa d water facilities will
suffer under these provls ons. They- wl be required to compete for
several lmited-bond/volume with several other uses ng th inmAll-
issuelDBs, whldh ar0e highly ppular and typ!illy ac6ount f r a latge'
portion of states' bond.volume, In addition, these facilitles6arelt-tf
andexpensive projects whose cost would require most or all of the volume
cap.

H.R. 3838 should Obe mend d In the Senate to remove sewage
collection and treatment and solid waste disposal facilities, an--,WIie.
for the furnishing of water from the volume cap.

Arbitrage

H,R. 3838 essentially addopts the Adinn'strati'
to arbitrage; except thAt.• it) alloWs a 30-day t
acqulsition, repeals the minor portiorl exception, an
restrJctionso3t6 include investment Inanuit06htrac
held'for investment.. The 30-day and 3-yelir perl6

proceeds must- be spent 'may' bktxW de where t
otherwise, result. In addition, "the bill 'eontaii
provislons, two of which were not In'the Adininistrat h

h 00o6W with regard
V .porary' period for

[expands 6h' een6al
and otherpr.yIs within: whih bord

ndue hirdship would

three troubesofe"
n 'proposal.

First and foremost, .R. 3838 relies that five percent. of 'ie
proceeds. of thebnd 'iSSue be' spent within thirty nays ofIssuancelthe
Admiin194tration proposal required spending 'of--'a s(gnlcantpart"'of the
proceeds within one rnoth)--This provision isi edy disrUtingthe market
for tax-exeipt debt. Issuers w h6are required tosecure financing before
taking construction bids cannot sel- bonds and loAnn0t enter int d-cbntraets
for new infrastructure' facilities. 'Such 'lMItbtiofls on contrtitn*.- are
imbedded in stateastatutory and constitutioral law,-and M.R. 3838 will,;in
effect, rce r1iiy s states to restructure their procurement pr0vis;tns,

'Which nmyrequile atmeidig their constitutions, to Mtisfy 'IRS
requirements. In additbn, th le o ud egativelj.iP8-t statessuch as
Connecticut which have -egtabllshed leveraged revolving u loan' fundsfor
infrastructure, combiningh federal ! grants and bond proceeds, A substantl
number of tax-exempt purchasers have already withdrawn from :the-new
Issue market because of the five percent provision. The withdrawal will be
permanent unless the provision Is altered. "

Second, the bill.imakes changes in the rules regarding reasonably
required reserve -or replacement ("4R")1 :funds. Although -it allows
investment in'higher-yilding investments which are part ofsuch a fund,' it
also appears to require that 'the, proceeds eventually be rebated t4i 'the
United States, -as with other tfpes of arbitrage. 6In addition, 'the bill
requires. that a bond's yield becalculated without regard'to the costt of

S.
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issuance. Thus, an issuer maintaining a 4R fund will have.to rebate,,th
excess yield to 'the United States, but because that yield does not include

* costs, the issuer will hav4. to absorb them. " Maintaining a 4R account,.K
therefore will aectualilycos -issuers money. This means that i~suersWill
downsize' their' reserve frl Ids, and. this in turn will affect both the.
marketability and economicI 'labiity of the issues, which in many cases are
dependentupon the reserve,.

Third, the section of he iil extendf-'&rbtrd e to a ll bonds, ipoluding

refdnding bonds, seems to indicate that changes in Interest rates on variable
rate demand bonds will be treated as, refuridings, thus subjeeting them, to
the arbitrage rules, 'A colloquy on the Rouse floo regarding thi point'
does not provide sufficient assurance that this'-wqu d notjbe the case; "t
the very least, such.assurance should be written 1t the aw.

" The Senate should reJect the changes in the arbitrage rules iade by
H.R,, 3831, particularly the rule requirinlk 5% of a bond's proO"ee to be
spent within 30 days, end should retain current law. *.

-Advance- Refu.ding.

Advne re fuding provides state and local governments with the
i ability e'o reduce interest costs -fknd restructure existing debt to provide

necegasiy financing- flexibility.' ,The Administration proposal would have
prohibited this practice.

The bill substantially liberalizes' the, dnistatfl propoSal With
regard to advancerefunding., Th6pcti e W!ll:ecntirue to be pern~itte
.for governmentn tail" bonds, with the- IrAisos that 1) each original issue may
be refunded no more than (wice; 2)',the amoulht of refunding bonds' cannotefeed 250O of-the amount ofthe re unded-bonds unless the present value
of interest savings exceeds the -ost ofissuance; 3) refunded bonds- mtustbe redeemed'qolater, than the earlier of 'the' date they could beredeemed

at- par -or at -,a prmu~ 3% or'' less; 4) any allowable temporary'periodfoarbitr ge'ends 30 days afte4 the dateof--sue. for the- refunding bonds
arjl the date'of issue Of the rPunding-b6inds for 'the'rifunded' bonds; and

- 5,advance refunding bonds are'iubject to the volume'eiP to the extent-of-
a OiuntS'ittdbtiable to any noii'over'n,ntal use of the refunded bonds over

million, Th'is latter pr~vi§ioi, which is a majorVchange in current law
" wiih regard to refundingg: would result in portiois of a single bond Issue.

being counted against a state's volume cap for more than 'one 'year if one
or more Oefundings occurred.

The advance refunding rules-c aln' another significant problem:
with a-imited exception, only governmental, bonds may be advance
refunded, and ihe bill specifies that advancetefundings 0f, bondss. issued
befoi'e the effective date of.January 1, 1986 will qualify only If that issue
would be "governmental" under thp new rules. In order t6 advance refund
pre-1986 bonds, therefore, issuers will have to-gQ back and attempt to trace
in detail 'the exact use of the proceeds in order to determine whether the:
5% or 10% threshold has been exceeded. The retroactive nature of this
provision is both unfair and excessively burdensomb- --..

No portion of advance refunding bonds 6oqd be -subject to the
volume cap. The Senate should eliminate the Iook-back proVision that pre-
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198 issues must, qualify at g6vernmental under the rules established by the
.bill order to be eUgible for advance Fe funding.-

Minimum Tax.-

In'addItio . to modifying the Administration proPosals on tax-exempt
bonds,. HR; 3,P38 adds a neQ*_roposal which could have a slgr4nUW&-
adverse impact on intrastruetUre financing.' -The bill Includos as a.
preference item tfn both the lndhiidual a0d- ra mmlnlmum-taxes
interest on nongovernmental:3x-exempt boqbs. Thus, an investor in, say, a
nongovern'mental I sue Usd t6 finance a sewage treatme t plant whose

income a ed othe ax -preferences' subjected him- to' J.te a ative.
minimum tax i odild find himself paying tax at a 25 rate on this
supposedly tax-exe pt income.

t hardly needs saying that this. would be a disinenttVe to the very
'taXpayers who, are most likely to InveSt in infrastruecute fac ti t les. As a
result" there would be either , ar-increase in fin' ning costs for these
facilities, with bond rates raIsed to compensate' the'.Investor .for this
disadvantage, or a decrease in the financing available.

ILR. 3838 should bd "amended In the Senate to remove Interest on
nongovernmental tax-exempt bonds as a preference item in the individual
and corporate minimum taxes.

ACCELERATED COST RECOVERY SYSTEM

t Like the Administratioi 'proposal, H.R. 3838 would" repeal - the
Accelerated Cost Recbvery System (ACRS) and replace' it 'with a System
that Is closer to econ miedeprebiaU6on. The bill's incentive Depreciation
System,(iDS) poses'muoh thk same problem' for infrastructure financing as

.does the Administratloh's Capital Cost RecoVery System.

The IDS .system divides depreciablee prop rty into. 10 classes, with
assets grouped almost exclusively ee'ordihg to their, 1i es under the old
ADR (asset depreciation range)system.::The depreiation periodS rage

from 3 to 30 years (see hart). Prkpe ty4p-elassesI-9 isdePrecated us ig
the 206% declining balance method pr operty in lss'lo using the 'straight-
line nethbd, As ijndbr ACRS, the taxpayer may ellct to use a nonincentive

system. If IDS Is used, ilt gain on dispbsition of the property is recaptured
as ordinary income. to the extent of depreciation' deductns, except for
low-income housing and 30-year reil property.

The bill pOrovides part Ial basis indexing beginnlihg'n" 198. at a ate
equal to the sim 'of one-plus 50% of'the amount by which the inflation rate:-l
exceeds 5%. Thus, in a year in which Inflation equaled 7% (i.e., .07) th/..
inflation adjustment would be 1.01 (one plus 50% of .02).

* T le the doubledeclinting -bala ce .method 'and th inflationadjustment may tnitigate to some extent the effect of longer depreciation
lives, the. [DS. system nevertheless must be seen as very unfavorable to.
private investment in infrastructure facilities., Treatment of these'-
facilities un~(r the new system
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INCEN"yDEPREIT9 SYSTEM
.~ -. a-.

Method: Classes J-9,' 200% deciirq'ng balance, switching to skaight-llnie.

Class 10, straight-llne only.

ClassIfication:

Cllass ADR Midpoints

.1 4.5 years knd 'under, pl 4s rental clothing

2 - 5 to 6.5 years', pus all "cars, light "
gerferal purpose trucks, coniit;-based
central station telephone swit ing, and
racehorses

4

7 to 9.S. years'

1.to 12.5 years, plus- equIpiwet th no ADR
midpoint dot elsewhere classifed, and "
showhorses

5 13 to 15.5 years' plus single-purpose
. g ieutural structures

6 16 to 19.5 ye -ts-

7 '20to 24.5 years, plus very low-income -housing

. 8. .to 29;S years

9 30 to 35.5 years, plus moderately lowIncome housing

'10 36 years and over, plus structures
I. " • 86 "

Property-ficed -with- tax-exempt bonds 'is depreciated by the
over the next- suceding recovery period, With Claps 10 property
years.

Recovery Period*
(years)

S.3
-1.

5

7

10

13

20/

25-

30

30.

straight-line method
depreciated over 40

8
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is not only less favorable ,tan Onder existing laW, but also. ireonsisteht and.
i n s-e---s e--ea.- 9f thetheeprlncipa types of facilities where prl-

vatization occurs--sewge, solid -Wast-e,. and -watr--only one fares even
moderately wbll: some property In solid waste facilities is placed In Class
4, with a 10-year life. Other solid waste-propepty fallsinto Classesr7and
8, with 20 and 25 year lives. The treatment of wastewater facilities is
unclear, as they, do not have a definite- ADR life. This could mean that-
they will be placed In Class it, the catch-all class, Or itcould mean that
they will eventuIly be assigned to some less favorable class.

The change -n the treatment of wat-r facilities is severe. PrOperty in
these facilitleg; which now Is in the__ear ACRS class, would be placed In
Class 10 ot'IDS,i thus resulting in a sextupling of its recovery period and the
loss of anyacceleration. :

1e effect of ithe 109 system is-exacerbated by a provision requiring
all privately-oned property that Is finandod With tax-exempt bonds to be
depreciated ov~r the next succeeding olass life uslng the straight-line
method. Thuss a bohd-financed solid/ ste taeillty (Class 4) would be
depreciated zove 13' years rather. than 10, while a bond-financed clean
water fd-illty (Class 10) w6uld be depreciated over 40 years, both using the
straight-line method. AdoptionI oftl 1eDS system in its current form would
severely curtail prlyate-Investment iiifaelities for. the furnishingof water
and'discourage investment in other facilities.. " "

The bill should beamended in the Senate to place sewage treatment
and solid waste disposal facilities and facilities for the furnishing of water
together' in Class 4. In addition, language placing such property in the next
succeeding class when financed with -tax-exempt, bonds should be
eliminated.

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

Like the Adrmiistration proposal, H.R. 3838 ree{6l the ivestment,
tax credit, thus removing another important - incentive for private
investment in infrastructure facilities. In writirng the House bills, the Ways
and Means Committee recognized that there are certain activities for
which private sector investment serves an importantnaOj1Onal purpose and
for which favorable tax incentives are needed to attract fnVestment. It
thus preserved the tax credit for rehabilitation of historic structures and
extended for three more years the tax credits for solar and. geothermal
energy Investment. Privatesector Investrment In necessary public facilities
serves an equally important national purpose.

H.IL 3838-should be amended in the Senate to preserve--a 5% tax
credit for investment in sewage treatme-nt and 'solid waste disposal-
facilities and facilities for the furnishing of water.

OTHER ISSUES AFFECTING INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING '

The Advisory Paiel's July report .includes a section on other tax
reform Issues th-t will have an impact on the infrastructure financing.

-, 9
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effort1 the mo>st important -of which are the.rpeal of state and local tax
deductions, elim inat Ion - the deductionby n ii ial inttiti6S-0f Inltrest
costs allocable to tax-exempt bonds, and the requirement that property and

-casualty. companies allocdte,_a._ portion of their tax-exempt income to
policyholder reserves. Htere H.R. 3838 contains one-major change from the
Administration proposal and otherwise is-about the same.

The important change is the-full 'retention of the deduction for state
and local taxes. This was a critical issue In thciduccess or failure of the
bill-in the Ilouse, and many analysts feel that-this concession played a
major role.in itsultimate approval by the Committee-and the full house.

H.R. 3838 adopts the Administration'sproposal to deny any dedlictio
to financial i institutions for interest allocable to the purchasing or carrying
of tx-exen-pt-b-rid. it d6es-e6tla-V6he limited exception-, for three
years, the provision will not apply to bonds lsued by a pl|itioal subdivision
to finance projects if I the bond Issue does not exceed $3° milli6n,-WIth an
overall $10 n filion yearly limit for each subdivision. This is expected to
lielp mainly snail communities and doesnot substwiftially lessen the.impact
of the provision.

For property and "casualty. companies,: H.R. -3838 reduces the
deduction fqr losses.incorrediby 10% (increasing to -15% in 1988) of

-<exeludable interest income. This'is likely to make tax-exempt bonds a less
attractive investment for these -companies, which combined With reduced,
investment by financial institutions is likely to have a negative impact on
the bond market. /

CONCLUSION

H.R.- 3838 -in its current form poses significant problems for
infrastructure financing. Further changes are needed if -investment in
infrastructure facilities'is to continue unhampered. When the Senate
Finance Committee takes up tax reform, it should:

Maintain the cuirent limit of 25% on the nongovernmental use of
governmental bond prQceeds;

Remove the nongovernmental use portion of governmental bonds from
the volume cap;

Remove sewagA collection and treatment. faqilIties, solid waste
disposal facilities and facilities for the furnishing of water from the
volume cap; -

Allow 'private ownership and management for facilities for the
furnishing of water financed with tax-exempt bonds;

Retain the rule allowing '10% of the proceeds,(f a nongorern.mental

bond to be used for nonexempt purposes;

Retain current law on ariiftrae;.

-0.
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Eliminate the provision requiring 5% of bond proceeds to be spent
witi 30 days;

Remove advance refundings from the volume cap and eliminate the

requirement that pre-1986 issues of taxI-exempt bonds- qualify-as

govemmental-under the new rules in orderto be eligible for advance
refunding;

Exclude interest on nongovernmental tax-exempt bonds from the
minimum tax provisions;

Place sewage -treatment and solid waste disposal facilities and

facilities for thi furnishing of water in depreciation class 4, and

eliminate the recjulrement that such property be placed in- ihe next

succeeding class when financed with tax.exempt bonds- and.
Allow a '5%tax credit for Investment In sewage treatment and solid

waste disposal facilities and facilities forthe furnishing of water.
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- ON

TAXATION OF ANNUITIES

Dear Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Tom W. Oriffith and I am the President of.the 60

member National Rural Letter Carriers' Association. Rural>Carriers

daily, drie 2,119,i60 'miles to deliver the mail on I0,434 rural

routes to iapproxmiately 17,444,992 rural americans families. - I

appreciate this, opportunity to appear -before the Committee to express.

our very, strong, feelings on the proposal to abolish the current law

-(with regar - to taxation of a new r tiree's annuity. .

...-- Both President Reagan and the House Ways & Means Committee called

their legislation "tLx slmplificatfon". In some 'areas it may be - ..

tax simplification, but rot In regard to annuities. If we review
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the current provisions of the law regarding annuities- we find that

employees, when they retire, are not taxed on their annuity until

they have received_ an amount- equal to the mandatory personal,

contributions they have made. That period of time usually runs from

A.. to 3 years. Income ta s have been paid on tfiose contributions

many, years earlier.

In checking the legislative history of how this. provision came.

about. we fInd that It was adopted to simplify the Internal Revene

Code. To change to the etrrent system as proposed by the- House Ways

M Means Committee and the President's proposals would not simplify

the tax code., but make it mrore complicated,-and require bookkeeping

by -the Office of Personal Management, to be 'much -more comprehensive

and.extensive-for twenty or more yea-rs on each' retiree.'

Mr. Chairman and Members,- of the Committee, why must we always

chop at the Pederal/Postal_ "mp cy ea? Under Oramm-Rudman, our

annuitant's COLA is effectively wiped Out riih .1 Ral-car'i rs

who retire during this'period, or are already retired w I receivee.

a cost of living adjustment because of-- the Oramm-Rudman ax. Ion tV-'

that enough-hurtl -

We think you. may be creating a Very serious government brave-

drain in this country. -It mAy also create more economic havoc than

you had anticipated. The proposed change in -this provision affects0 .. . . . . . . . . . ..- '- -:. . . .

ity, county, state and federal employees who contribute to their

own retirement, pension..
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Many groups are hnow estimating that up, to 60% of 'those eligible

will choose to' retire rather -than face the consequence or-having

their grace period wiped out. That will cause serious problems for

many important agencies 2in -the Federal Government. It will. wipe

out the most valuable people in State Governments. These are the

people who are experienced and- work in management 'or leadership,

Xpositions.- It --- could- have a serious impact on our -teaching core:

throughout the United States. Additionally, if all of those people

retire Immediately. it could wipe. out the reserve that is. currently

available in. the Civil Service Retirement Trust Fund and impact State

and Locl I .TrustT-iunds adversly also.
,.'

The most unfair part of it is. the fact that many people who

are eligible' to retire, such as myself, have made plans in their

--retirement years to utilize this provision. The National Rural Letter

Carriers',  ssoftion " ky _ nP ticipated wl'th the U. S._

Department of Treasir, --for many - years, in encouraging ou !members

to buy U. S." Savings Bonds. At' 'our Natibnal Convention, speakers

,from 'the Treasui4y Dipartmnt are always Invited and participate. in

Sour programs. They persuade our people to participate. in buying

bonds.,- They tell them., that under the law they could rede[m these

U. S. Savings Bonds in their grace- period of easilyy retire ent and

lower the tax rate on: the' interest. 'Now the Ways'&'Heans&Jommittee

'and the President ar4 proposing that what the Treasury Department

has been telling us is to be repealed 'without warning.
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Mr.' Chairman and Members of the Committee, on behalf of all

rural letter carriers, I hope that you will give this issue your

-careful and deliberate consideration. And after looking at It I

hope that you will come to the sale realization that we have; for

tax simplification reasons you should continue the current recovery---.

rule on annuities..

Thank you.
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Adtisorr Ip The U.S. -enate\,
Comimvrittee on The Budget

February .tI, 1986

s-- -The Honorable Pete V. Domenici
Chairman
Senate Budget Commit'tee
621 Dirksen Senate Office Building

"%a ... W.
3
shington, DC 20510

.,, Dear Senator Domenici:
• s a C

- The Private Sector Advisory Panel on
infrastructure Financing deoided at its meeting on
January 21 to write ynu concerning the negative
effects or certain tdx reform proposals on capital
investment and economic activity at the state and
'local. level.

As you know, one of the most essential
" , -V's activities carried out at the state and -local- level
'- -tc c . is the construction and-maintenance -of our country's
WC_7" T nfrastrueture--he basic network or roads, bridges,

C 1 transportation, water suplply ac iIIties, sewage
treatment, and waste disposal systems necessary to
s support economic growth -and commerce. A serious
problem exists with regard to capital investment in
infrastructure projects. -- Recent .studies show, a

. sizeable gap between the amount of capital investment
that will be-needed between 'Owcand the yepe'2000 and

., the amount of funding that will be available through
federal, state and local , government sources. This/

f.., gap is'estimated at. $18 billion or more annually.

Since the Adv sory-Panel-was--establishe-ed the -
- * W1 " -Btndget-Co i.8 early last year to investigate and.

SO .advise thW Committee on new and. innovative. financing
- , .. mechanisms - we have .focused on % Vays to Increase

...... funding through traditional means of Infrastructure
CON....... financing, such as 'bond issues, and on the most

promising alternatIv6 to these traditional methods:
private sector investment. It is our'strong belief
that the effect of the, tax reform proposals on
capital formation in the public sector will be
devastating to state ond -local efforts to finance
infrastructure through both bond issues and private

77 itilto"Vinr'. "2,.i ,A-x P
N1.1'1, link. Me'| 10I(A ,

l iate Mwcor
dl(ishl , IInwl
OW'.
i,"16A I ,i u,,r. I j ,P, , ,
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investment. We-have prepared adetailed report which
--is enclosed-. -Some-ofr--t-he-more-lmportant -pOints-- are .---

The volume cap imposed by the bill will
preclude tax-exempt financing for many If not
most sewage collection- and--treatment--- sblid
wa'st e disposal, alpd water supply and
distribution facilities.

Tho~8 c Itication, of bonds as government a
or nongoyeiu-'ental according.to the use of their
proceeds, *the 10% limit on nongovernmental use
and -the 5% limit on loans, to nongovernmental •
persbps, and Lhe inclusion , in the volume cap- of
the nongovernmental port-ion exceeding $1 llion
of a: governmental bond will imp.qse i-mposible
Pecordkeeping and administrative requirements on"
bond issUers at the state and localIlevel. '

The early Issuance prOViSiOn whioh, tpeofties
that b-nds would be retraoAtittely" i taxable. If 5%
'o ,bond --proceeds- are --not spent _within 30 days
and - all proceeds, within 3 years, is "in many
instances impossible to ¢omily -With. Certain
state constitutions require officials to have
money in hand before they hire contractors,
whicl makes it-diff$cult., if not impossible, to
expend 5% of the proceeds within 30 days.

- The new temporary p__ eriod- during- which-.
arbitrage-- may --be-' earned (J0 days for -bond
proceeds'used in connection with acquisition and.
6 *Ponth- for construction) - will seriously

.increase the cost to state and local governments
of' financing infra'structure projects.

* Advance refundings provide state and loeal
governments with the ability, to reduce interest
costs and restructure existing debt to provide
necessary finanoihg flexibility~. Therefore, the
requirement that . all, pre-1986 bond issues
qualify a'S governmental, under the Ior vi1sions of
the legislation in order to qualifyfor advance
refrunding is both- unfair in its retroactiVity
and unreasonably burdensome on local issuers who
must -go back. and trace the proceeds. The
requirement that any. nongovernmental use of
refunded ,bonds exceeding $1 million be counted
against the state's volume cap will fur-ther.
reduce the severely limited.yvolume available for
new infrastructure facilities.
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The inclusion of .' ntereSt on "nongovern-

-mental"tax-exempt bondsIn the minimum taxowill
raise financing costs by equiring a- higher

;yield-to attract investors who might be subject

to the tax.

The changes in the depreciation system and

the. repeal of the investment tax credit 'will

significantly discourage private investment in

facilities which Aserve a clear public purpose,

such as sewage,- solid waste, and water supply

facilities, and, lead to higher costs, higher

local taxes and-increased iser fees.,-

All of hese changes will result in. higher costs

for infrastructure projects.- -In addition, the

changes will severely limit local governments' access

to-.the financial markets and will -impose Upon state

and local bond issuers a mew level of complexity with

which many issuers are unequipped to deal. .As a

consequence, many needed projects -will ..never be

undertaken.

State and 1oal -governments have maintaided

their fiscal -status through several years of tax

increases" and budget cuts, and it' is extremely

unlikely that they can ask their citizens to dig 
much

deeper-into their -pockets-- Rather, -these governments

will postpone or-cancel many infrastructure projects,

which will adversely affect both public health and

safety and economic activity.

.n and of themselves, these changes in the tax-

code will severely constrain the effort to .obtain 
the

necessary capitalfor infrastructure financ.ilng. When

combined with the cuts that Grarm- Rudman-Holli ngs

will make both in -direct funding for infrastructure

a'nd inL indirect sources .of capital such as revenue

sharing1 ..-,the-rPesult will be a major setback an.d a

--substanti-al- widening of --the- funding-gap.

We urge that you do whatever you can to obtain

* changes in the tax refoi'm bill that will preserve

state and ,local :governments' access to the capital

market and. protect them from :financing restrictions"

they will find onerous and impossible to comply.

with. We also urge that you work to" obtain a clear

public statement from the Finance Committee that no

provision in the bill will be effective before
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January- 1, :1987. We'_-know tha-t!, your colleagues- are
concerned, about- capital- *drmation, and it 'is
essential -that- they realize that--thw=p-obiff-- we6 are
raising go to the very heart of"that iisue.

Sincerely,

chairman


